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Weekend Weather

Friday and Saturday: With the ground
cool and crisp, the signs are apparent.
Winter is coming, and the snow will
soon fall. Bring some leaves in and save
them in your refrigerator. Sunday:
Same.

Lewiston, Maine

Volume 124, Number 9

Representative Assembly under fire Committee
Students allege misconduct in committee selections
takes a look
at one-card
By Evan Halper

The Representative Assembly's
Committee on Committees came un¬
der fire this week, as students voiced
heavy criticism of the selection pro¬
cess employed in selecting students to
serve on the college's Educational
Policy Committee. A number of appli¬
cants, describing the procedure as
"unprofessional" and 'biased," have
demanded action be taken on the part
of the RA to rectify the situation. The
leadership of the RA has responded
that actions taken by the Committee
on Committees were inappropriate,
but has denied that there was any¬
thing discriminatory about the way in
which the selection process was con¬
ducted.
The EPC, according to the Bates
Student Handbook, "has the broad re¬
sponsibility of review of the educa¬
tional policy of the College and of ini¬
tiation of proposals to the faculty for

RA President Duncan White '95 re¬
sponds.
Barney Beal photo.

changes in policy." Three students are
chosen to serve on this committee of
ten annually, out of an applicant pool
that tends to be abnormally large in
comparison to other committees, due
to the significance of the committee.
This year is particularly pivotal for the
EPC, given that major reforms in the
overall curriculum at Bates are cur¬

rently being considered.
A number of the applicants for a
student position on the EPC expressed
dismay with the way in which the RA
handled their candidacy. In a letter to
RA president Duncan White '95, two
African-American applicants, Claudia
Dumond '95 and Kobi Hatcher '97, al¬
leged that, among other things, their
interviews were shorter, and con¬
sisted of fewer questions, than those
of white applicants, and that disrup¬
tive side conversations by committee
members were taking place during
the proceedings (see RA box, page 2).
The letter also questioned whether the
applicants' "so-called personal agen¬
das were assumed" by committee
members. Dumond and Hatcher, nei¬
ther of whom was selected to serve on
the EPC, were the only non-white ap¬
plicants. Their specific complaints
were echoed by applicants Amy
Kessler '95 and Emily Sigall '98,
Continued on Page 3, Column 1

By Jeremy Pelofsky
You probably have one in your
wallet or purse. They do everything
from opening doors from a few feet
away to taking or dispensing money.
They are called one-cards and they
could very well be on their way to the
Bates campus.
President Donald Harward has
commissioned the One-Card Commit¬
tee, made up of students, faculty and
staff, to draft a Request For Proposal
(RFP) exploring the economic and re¬
alistic feasibility of a one-card system
at Bates College. The RFP will be pre¬
sented at a President's Council meet¬
ing on December 6.
Bates College, in considering a
one-card system, is following the
Continued on Page 7, Column 1

Dinner harvests a platter of cultural experiences
By Quoc Tran and
David Kociemba_
Bob Volpi and the Commons staff
presented the college's annual Har¬
vest Dinner last night. In keeping
with this year's theme, "At The Cross¬
roads of Maine," this extravagant
meal represents a much forgotten
spirit of family unity at the college. In
addition to providing food, dessert,
and entertainment from all over the
world, the dinner allowed many Bates
organizations that are not tradition¬
ally associated with Commons to ac¬
tively participate and contribute to the
festivities.
After Volpi and his staff identified
the theme last April, he started to con¬
tact and solicit support from various
Bates organizations. This allowed dis¬
tinct and traditionally separate parts
of the college to come together and
work towards a common goal. The
theater department answered Volpi's
call and replicated the signpost in
Lynchville, Maine. The photography
club traveled to the cities on the cross¬
roads' sign to record notable sites.
These photos were then enlarged and
strategically placed on the walls of the
dinning areas. Maintenance comple¬
mented the photo club's decorations

Lisa Hamasaki '95 and John Lyle '95 wine and dine near Naples during Har¬
vest Dinner. "I'll give it a 29," exclaims Lyle, who knows a good perfor¬
mance when he sees one.
Barney Beal photo.

by building a lush waterfall, complete
with a Maine moose, at the foot of the
ramp. Finally, the International Club,
Solidaridad
Latina,
and
the
Multicultural Center joined in and
sponsored a performance of Andean
music by Augusto and Brenda Salazar
to cap of the evening.
In addition to incorporating mul¬
tiple organizations, Volpi directed the

dinner with education in mind. Upon
entering the dinning area, students re¬
ceived a booklet which included a
map, a tour history of the crossroads'
cities, and an invitation to the recep¬
tion at the Multicultural center. This
booklet provided interesting tidbits
about the crossroads' cities. For in¬
stance, who would have known that
Sweden has a population of 222 and

that Paris was the home of President
Lincoln's Vice President Hannibal
Hamlin? According to Volpi's invita¬
tion, "I hope you find these stories in¬
teresting ... as all education should
be!"
Volpi annexed the Den and Chase
Lounge to help alleviate the conges¬
tion, a vociferously voiced complaint
from previous years. However, rather
than just serving food in these rooms,
Volpi ensured that they were properly
outfitted with tablecloths, decora¬
tions, and entertainment. These
rooms became private extensions off
the main dinning room. Musicians
filled the air with distinctly regional
music furnished by violins, accordi¬
ons, and mandolins. In so doing,
Volpi created a more intimate atmo¬
sphere.
The sumptuous meals benefitted
by the atmosphere. In addition to the
traditional harvest meal supplied in
the main room of beef, turkey, mashed
potatoes and cranberry sauce, there
was a plethora of ethnic dishes from
the lands of China, Mexico, Poland,
and Denmark, among many others.
The Maine Organic Farmers and Gar¬
deners Association met with Volpi af¬
ter last year's Harvest dinner, and
Continued on Page 5, Column 1
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Still Running
He's back! Renaissance man Jay
Rasku is in the news again. Nationally
reknowned as the only man with the
courage to face off against both Angus
King and Barney the Dinosaur, Rasku
now moves on to City Hall. How far
will he go?
Page 13.

Hathom Extreme
Proof positive to the negative side ef¬
fects of overexposure to violent cin¬
ema is a group of vigilantes currently
roaming the campus. Who are these
individuals? And what do they want
with the bell at Hathom? Are the
LPD covering something up? Page 2..
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AROUND CAMPUS
Liberating the bell

REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY
Date: 11/3/94
To: Duncan White, President of Representative Assembly
Re: Educational Policy Committee selection
Historically, students of color have been excluded from participation
on key policy-making bodies at Bates College, such as the Educational
Policy Committee. After being encouraged to apply for such positions, stu¬
dents of color have once again been denied access. The selection process
and criteria used for selection are questionable, particularly the dubious
selection for the EPC which is up for great scrutiny. We demand that this
process is reviewed and that additional spaces are made for students of
color on these committees.
The Educational Policy Committee will be implementing significant
curricula reform in the 1994-1995 school year. Because this committee must
address the needs of all students and because multiculturalism is a focus of
reform, it is imperative that students of color have appropriate representa¬
tion .
Acknowledging that the MEI is one of the few student-run organiza¬
tions that has consistently dealt with issues of curricula reform, it seems
appropriate that such involved students be considered, given their experi¬
ence working closely with both administrators and faculty. As Co-coordi¬
nators of Amandlai, we have been exposed to group dynamics, have ac¬
quired skills necessary for working within a group, and have served as a
liaison to the Bates community at large. If the Committee on Committees
was incapable of recognizing the above qualifications they most certainly
had to be cognizant of the broad knowledge that we possess of various de¬
partments, including Political Science, African American Studies, French,
Spanish and Rhetoric.
Given the above we are forced to question the criteria used to dis¬
qualify us as viable Committee members. If the Committee on Committees
was concerned with the credentials of aDDlicants. whv was it that we were
asked roughly four questions as compared to the eight to ten inquiries that
White members of MEI were faced with? If the Committee on Committees
was truly concerned with our input why was it that some members were
having side conversations during interviews? Could it be that our so-called
personal agendas were assumed and presumed challenging to the status
quo, which the Committee on Committees protects and perpetuates?
The selection process for the EPC was both unprofessional and incom¬
plete without students of color. Given the fact that people of color have
been historically under-represented, given the necessity for students of
color having voice on policy making bodies, it is absolutely imperative that
this situation be rectified. In our attempts to add to the growth and devel¬
opment of the Bates community we have once again been denied active
participation.
May you receive this appeal with respect and an open mind.
Respectfully Submitted,
Claudia Dumond
Kobi Hatcher
cc: Martha Crunkleton, Dean of Faculty; Donald Harward, President;
Melanie Ghosh, Coordinator of Multi Cultural Affairs; Affirmative Action
Office; Multiethnic Empowerment Initiative; Amandla!

United Way

It brings out the best
in all of us.

THE MOST FUN
YOU’LL
GET OUT OF
THE DMV.
Unlicensed riders are over-repre¬
sented in fatal crashes. So get to
the DMV. Because having a motor¬
cycle operator license is \ £. /
something you can live with AW/
MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION^

C 1987 UNITED WAY

As the hands of the Hathorn Hall clock reached the seven o'clock hour
on the morning of Tuesday, November 15, nothing seemed unordinary. The
early morning custodian unlocked the building doors, the same as he does
every day. But upon reaching the third floor, the custodian realized that this
was no ordinary day.
As he ascended the steps, around 7:19 AM, the custodian noticed dam¬
age around the ceiling near the entrance of the bell tower. Immediately he
contacted security. The incident report filed in the Security Office said it all.
Apparently, from the looks of the damage, an individual or group "at¬
tempted to gain access to the bell tower by going through the ceiling." The
criminal mischief report also indicated that one ceiling tile and part of the
sub-flooring was damaged by the perpetrators, as was the doorknob and
lock set to room 311. Investigators concluded that the intruders used a
heavy object to cause the door damage. The lack of locational damage to
windows and the locked doors implied that the entry was not forced; ac¬
cording to Larry Johnson, director of campus security, the person(s) could
have possibly gained access by either using a key, or by remaining in the
building when it was locked for the night.
Currently, there are no witnesses that have come forward with any in¬
formation regarding the incident. There are also no suspects at this point in
time. The maintenance center was advised of the occurrence and will assess
the cost of the damage.
In citing possible motives for this random act of vandalism upon the
tranquility of Hathorn, Johnson speculated into the seemingly prankish na¬
ture of the event. "By the nature of the damage, it appears that somebody
wanted to get up [to the bell towerj. I'm not sure why somebody would
want to get up to the bell tower, unless they wanted to take the bell. That
has been the aim over the years, from time to time. That bell is very heavy
— so if that were the case, of course there would be a number of people in¬
volved."
The Lewiston police are planning on investigating if any suspects are
located in the future. Presently, the case is still open and security is still
searching for answers in its own investigation.
-

By Michelle Wong

Big Brother just around the corner
In reaction to the estimated half-dozen recent car break-ins that have
occurred on the Bates campus, Bates College security is currently contem¬
plating the installation of video cameras in the Merrill parking lot, in an ef¬
fort to deter further damage to the property of Bates students.
Most significant in this chain of events was a series of incidents last win¬
ter, when two different groups made "sporadic hits" at different vehicles. In
each instance, groups of two or more individuals would pick out different
cars, and then proceed to damage or burglarize them. None of the vehicles
were stolen, but items were taken from the cars. This problem was elimi¬
nated when the police arrested the two groups.
While the Underhill ice arena was being surveyed, cable was run under
the ground of the Merrill lot making the use of video equipment possible.
The decision whether or not to use the video equipment has not yet been
reached. In the final decision, several factors will be weighed, and most
likely they will take a wait-and-see approach, during which time observa¬
tions will be made as to whether or not such equipment is actually neces¬
sary. One major factor will be price. Cost-efficiency will be a criterion as
well, as installing such equipment would be expensive.
-

Basil Kolani

BEFORE BLOOD PRESSURE
MEDICATION CAN WORK,
IT HAS TO GET PAST
A MAJOR OBSTACLE.
Next time you forget to take your blood pressure pills,
remember this: heart attack and stroke are much harder
pills to swallow. To learn more, contact your nearest
American Heart Association.
You can help prevent heart disease. We can tell you how.

American Heart Association li1
This space provided as a public service.
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News

'unprofessionalism' on the part of the
Committee on Committees," said
Gussie Falleder '97. "As a member of
the RA, I don't feel comfortable with
among others.
At the weekly RA meeting last
just calling it 'unprofessionalism' and
forgetting about the whole thing," she
week, the executive board refuted ac¬
cusations of bias. "The selection for
said. Christian Gullette '95 said,
"Unprofessionalism and selection are
EPC representatives was fair and un¬
not mutually exclusive in this situa¬
biased. It was largely unprofessional
tion. Your using the terms unprofes¬
and the process was more casual than
sional and select together says to me
it should have been, but students were
that something went wrong."
selected fairly and unbiasedly," said
As with all RA meetings, this one
RA Vice President Faham Rashid '96,
was
conducted under Roberts' Rules
chair of the Committee oh Commit¬
of
Order.
Participants on both sides of
tees. Rashid admitted that side con¬
the
debate
found this frustrating at
versations had occurred during the
times, as it did not allow for any con¬
interview process, but stated that such
conversations were not an indication
sistent dialogue. Instead, students
were granted the opportunity to make
of bias on the part of the committee.
one point or ask one
When asked whether the
question each time
"unprofessionalism" may
they had the floor.
have
disrupted
the
“I think the whole
As time elapsed and
committee's ability to judge
evaluation process students felt increas¬
applicants fairly, White
maintained that it did not.
needs to be redone. ingly inhibited, spe¬
cific proposals for
It was further explained
If you have
action were brought
that two students had re¬
unprofessionalism, onto the floor.
signed from the five-stu¬
"I
think the
dent Committee on Com¬
you have bias”
whole evaluation
mittees in the aftermath of
—David Pugh ’95
an internal investigation
process needs to be
redone. If you have
conducted by the RA.
unprofessionalism,
The students selected
you have bias. I'm
by the Committee on Com¬
not asking anyone to appoint me to
mittees to serve on the EPC consist of
the committee because I'm a black
two white males and one white fe¬
man. I'm saying I want to be treated
male. RA member Saidah Blount '96
fairly," Pugh said. One RA member
expressed discontent with the fact that
made a motion to forfeit Rashid's po¬
the committee did not see fit to choose
sition as vice president which would
a student of color to serve on the EPC.
displace him as Committee on Com¬
"Couldn't it have been kept in mind
mittees chair. That motion was
that there are only 150 students of
quickly withdrawn after White spoke
color on this campus when the com¬
mittee made its decision," she said,
passionately against it.
Constitutional restraints prohib¬
arguing that the committee rejected an
ited consideration of motions to re¬
opportunity to remedy the under-rep¬
resentation of minority students in
move the current EPC representatives
policy-making committees on cam¬
in favor of undergoing the entire se¬
lection process anew. In the end, the
pus. David Pugh '96 also expressed
RA approved a motion to ask the cur¬
this opinion. "Either the EPC speaks
for students of color or it doesn't. Who
rent student EPC representatives to
step down and open selection process
is going to speak for me? Who is going
to speak for the disenfranchised on
again to all students under a four-per¬
this campus? I think Faham should
son Committee on Committees. The
have an answer for me. I think anyone
new committee would exclude the
on the EPC should have an answer for
two students who resigned and in¬
clude one student on the committee
me," he said.
who had previously functioned as an
At this point there was an appeal
to bring the debate back to the specific
alternate.
At the time this paper went to
complaints of the applicants. "The is¬
press, it was unclear as to whether any
sue
at
hand
here
is
Continued from Page 1

Hit the road Jack!

The Parking ban has taken effect. Any cars on the street after midnight
are parked at their own risk.
Alex Hahn photo.

White and Joey Gaither '95, treasurer
or all of the current student represen¬
and former vice president, argue that
tatives on the EPC plan to step down.
the applicants refused to elaborate on
It was clear, however, that all sides
the breach of confidentiality issue,
were displeased with the proceedings
rendering it impossible for them to act
of the last few days and much bitter¬
on it. "The side conversations were
ness remains.
specific and we were given specific in¬
A point of contention not brought
formation so we were able to handle
up at the meeting was whether appli¬
that directly," says Gaither, "If [the
cants were informed of the
breach of confidentiality] was the
committee's decision on their candi¬
chief complaint, then why didn't they
dacy prior to the slate being ratified by
tell us who it was so we could look
the RA as a whole. "The normal pro¬
into it?"
cess of appealing is to do so when the
White and Gaither were also dis¬
slate is proposed to the RA and voice
turbed that claims of discrimination
objection. We still haven't been told
within the RA were presented in the
we weren't chosen," Dumond says.
letter, specifically that the "selection
Other candidates contacted by The
process for the EPC was both unpro¬
Student expressed the same com¬
fessional and incomplete without stu¬
plaint. White acknowledges that that
dents
of
color."
is a courtesy usually of¬
Gaither
read
this
as a
fered by the Committee
complaint
that
the
on Committees, but is not
“The refusal to
Committee
on
Com¬
required of them.
mittees was lacking
Allegations of breach mention specifics in
minority
representa¬
of confidence were also
private meetings
tion.
"There
are seri¬
made by Dumond. She
ahead
of
time
ous
problems
with the
asserts that a committee
forced
it
to
be
a
ethics
of
this
letter.
It
member outright told a
should
have
been
third party that she and
public issue.”
more than clear to
Hatcher "do not have an
—Duncan
White
them that there were
academic focus."
people of color on the
Dumond was not
’95
committee," he says.
surprised to hear of such
The RA executive
conversations, as the
board also maintains that their at¬
brevity of her interview was an indica¬
tempts to rectify the situation early on
tion that committee members had
were met with a lack of cooperation.
their mind made up about her
"The refusal to mention specifics in
"agenda" before her interview began,
private meetings ahead of time forced
she says. 'To me, the length of my in¬
it to be a public issue," says White.
terview was their way of saying, 'we
In regards to letters of recommen¬
don't need to ask her questions be¬
dation, White claims that no one was
cause we already know how she
encouraged to bring them, but that it
thinks.'"
was fair to consider them in the pro¬
A complaint expressed by Sigall
cess for students that offered them of
was that the interviewers treated her
their own volition. "Every student has
in a condescending manner. "I feel
every prerogative to fill their applica¬
like I was grilled for no reason. I felt
tion to the fullest. We didn't suggest
like they weren't really interested,"
[letters of recommendation]... They
she says.
were looked on as just another source
Applicants were also disturbed
the committee had. By no means were
that the committee did not inform
they the dominant factor in any deci¬
them beforehand that letters of recom¬
sion," says White.
mendation would be considered in
One of the few points that the RA
the selection process. "We had no idea
executive board and the complainants
that letters of recommendation were
have been able to agree upon is that
to be taken into consideration. If we
the selection process for EPC appli¬
had known, we would have had rec¬
cants must be modified. "I do agree
ommendations," says Dumond.
that the interview process needs to be
On the other side of the issue, the
formalized. The key thing should be
RA executive board is disturbed by
establishing a core set of questions
what they cite as a lack of cooperation
and then establishing a clear criteria
on the part of the complaintants. They
on which to judge applicants," says
maintain that they have handled the
Gaither.
situation to the best of their ability,
given the information they have.

4
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Fair lets local artisans share their ware
By Michelle Wong_
Drawing a number of Bates em¬
ployees, students and citizens of the
Lewiston-Auburn community, last
Saturday's second annual craft fair
provided a day of commerce and ca¬
maraderie for all who attended.
What made this fair distinct
was, in part, the exhibitors connec¬
tion to the college. The fourteen ar¬
tisans and craftspeople who sold
their wares are all linked to Bates in
some way or another. Some were
students, and others were either
employees of the college or relatives
of college employees.
The show gave people a chance
to present their creative work and
skills to the members of the college
and those within close proximity. If
was advertised for several weeks in
a local Lewiston paper, and there¬
fore gained a great deal of interest
and attention. In the end, the event
drew in a considerable number of
Lewiston-Aubum residents, as well
as many members of the Bates com¬
munity. Merchants occupied the
Chase Hall lounge, which provided
a small, comfortable setting for the
activity.
Matt Engelman '98 and John
Irish '98 participated in the event,
offering a selection of handmade
beaded jewelry for purchase. They
also peddled fimo bead jewelry for a
friend who was not in attendance.
Engelman expressed his interest in
being involved again next year, say-

Rabbi Philip W Kranz of the
Temple Sinai in Atlanta, Georgia
hosted a lecture on Sunday night en¬
titled "Establishing a Sexual Morality:
The Jewish Perspective". In his dis¬
cussion, Kranz talked about the vari¬
ous aspects of sexual morality, and the
way in which they are related within
the Jewish religion.
The first topic that Kranz ad¬
dressed concerned the issue of birth
control. Kranz stated that birth con¬
trol is considered "acceptable in Jew¬
ish tradition," as long as it is not used
for what is deemed to be "selfish
means." In other words, if a man and
woman are together and capable of
bearing children, ordinarily the tradi¬
tional Jewish religion deem it unac¬
ceptable for them to use birth control.
Kranz said that this tradition has in¬
creased in importance during the
twentieth century, following the mas¬
sive loss of life resulting from the Ho¬
locaust. Within his discussion of birth
control, Kranz related his view of the
proper role of the government have
with regards to issues of sexuality: "
issues revolving around sex should
not
be
decided
by
public
officers...issues of sexuality belong in
the synagogue".
In discussing the issue of abor-

Celebration
planned for
MLK Day
By Lynn Maziarz

Dolls, trinkets, toys, and other things that fill the heart with joy were on
display at the Crafts Fair November 12.
Barney Beal photo.
ing that the wide variety of crafts of¬
fered gave his wares "good expo¬
sure."
Laura Juraska, event coordinator
and social sciences reference librarian,
commented with enthusiasm, "You
can not only draw from the local com¬
munity, but it's also nice to sell to
people you know. It's a more conve¬
nient, more friendly group to sell to."
Juraska explained that through the
event, she was able to gain student
contacts. She also mentioned that, for
those students interested in purchas¬
ing her specialty items, honey and
beeswax candles, she is approachable
at any time.
Other goods that were for sale in-

eluded baskets, dried floral wreaths
and arrangements, knitted para¬
phernalia, various woodwork
pieces and assorted tole-painted
items.
The fall date of the fair was cho¬
sen for the purpose of generating
maximum activity before the
Thanksgiving break, which leads
into the hectic end of the semester,
when students and faculty are pre¬
occupied with reading week and fi¬
nals. Other weekends that were
considered this year, and will be
considered again for next year's
event, include Back to Bates and
Parents' Weekends.

Rabbi discusses Jewish perspective on sex
By Paul Riley

News

tion, Kranz contrasted the perspective
of the Jewish religion with that of the
Catholic religion. Within the Catholic
religion, the belief has traditionally
been that the soul of a human is cre¬
ated with fertilization, and it is there¬
fore immoral to terminate a fetus at
any point in pregnancy. By way of
comparison, Kranz said that within
the traditions of the Jewish religion,
"an abortion is acceptable when the
mother's life is threatened" which im¬
plies that in certain situations, Juda¬
ism justifies the termination of a fetus
and does not consider it murder.
Kranz then moved on to the Jew¬
ish view of homosexuality, stating
that "Judaism has always been sensi¬
tive to pains and disabilities of those
not in the mainstream." Kranz went
on to state his belief that the same
standards should be applicable to ho¬
mosexuals as for heterosexuals.
Kranz detailed the Judaistic view
of sex outside of marriage. According
to Kranz Judaism states that "sexual¬
ity should be a matter of heart and
should be taken responsibly and seri¬
ously" he also went on to issue his
opinion "couples should judge for
themselves" whether or not sex
should be incorporated in the relation¬
ship before marriage. At the same
time, Kranz said that abstaining from
sex until marriage can "add another
dimension to the marriage," one that

would not be available if the couple
was sexually active before the mar¬
riage.
He then went on to state his
strong opposition to the idea of
couples living together before mar¬
riage. He stated that after twenty-five
years of dealing with situations like
this, he has come to be "opposed to
having unmarried couples live to¬
gether," in part because of the way in
which it "clouds morality". Accord¬
ing to Kranz it is "much easier to get
divorced then to separate before mar¬
riage". He explains this by stating
that a divorce adds a definite finality
that may not be incurred in a separa¬
tion before marriage. Kranz contin¬
ued by stating his belief that living
apart from each other in the months
before marriage can actually be ben¬
eficial to the upcoming marriage.
Kranz concluded by pointing out
that "Jewish sexual morality is an en¬
lightened one," and that it is con¬
stantly evolving. Earlier in the discus¬
sion, he had noted that Judaism does
not look at sex as dirty or "a necessary
evil" and is able to "divide the differ¬
ence between love and sex". Kranz's
own interpretations of sexual moral¬
ity, and how it relates to the Jewish
religion, have put him on the front
page of the Wall Street Journal and
helped him to win the Clergy of the
Year Award in 1993.

Disagree with what you just read? Write a letter to The Butes Student.

As in years past, a planning com¬
mittee is busy working on organizing
a program for the celebration of Mar¬
tin Luther King Day. The committee
consists of representatives from the
office of the dean of students, the of¬
fice of the chaplain, the office of affir¬
mative action and the dean of the col¬
lege, along with several student-run
organizations.
Until
several
years
ago,
commeration of King was organized
by a loose affiliation of administrative
offices and student groups. At the
suggestion of the President, the
method of organization was changed
to the current procedure. The coordi¬
nation of the group has given them
access to a larger budget, along im¬
proved organizational ability.
The core program of the King cel¬
ebration typically involves looking at
King's legacy both politically and
spiritually, and consequently there is
usually some kind of chapel involve¬
ment in its organization, said Wes
Avram, college chaplain. He men¬
tioned that past honorees at the cel¬
ebration have included William
Howard, now the president of New
York Theological Seminary, and
Gideon Makhanya, a non-violent ac¬
tivist from South Africa who is affili¬
ated with the Baptist Church.
Programs of previous years have
featured a variety of different lectures
and activities taking place throughout
the week coinciding with the holiday,
but for this year the format will be
slightly different, with all elements of
the celebration being incorporated
into a chapel service to take place
January 16. The service will involve
many people, including students and
a community organizer, according to
Avram. Avram also hopes to include
in the service the participation of sev¬
eral of the gospel singers from the
Mays symposium, who would work
with interested students on a joint pre¬
sentation.
Along with student involvement
in the celebration, the ceremony will
include an address given by noted
civil-rights activist Andrew Young.
Young's list of distinctions begins
with being one of King's assistants at
the height of the civil right's move¬
ment, and includes serving as a minis¬
ter in the United Church of Christ, the
ambassador to the United Nations un¬
der the Carter administration, and the
mayor of Atlanta. Currently he is one
of the planners for the 1996 Summer
Olympics, to be held in Atlanta.
Because of difficulties related to
the timing of Martin Luther Kind Daythis year (it takes place on the Monday
following winter break), Avram said
that the celebration will most likely be
slightly smaller in scale than in years
past. The planning of the entire cel¬
ebration should be complete by the
end of the semester.

The Bates Student will
return on January 27
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Festive dinner expands the stomach and the mind
Continued from Page 1
their preparation shows.
Denmark and Norway offered de¬
liciously poached salmon fillets,
complemented by a light shrimp salad
■whose texture delighted. At the oppo¬
site end of the world, and Commons,
Mexico presented a savory wood
grilled steak, heartily portioned for
the hungry. About 70 paces away,
China served up two stir fries,
steamed dumplings, and a BBQ style
duck that would make the chefs at
Chopsticks cry. Representing the ordi¬
narily hungry Commons vegetarians,
Sarah Gunn '97 exclaimed, "The veg¬
etarian meals were very nice indeed!"
Many were satisfied by the des¬
sert tables alone. A stroll through
Paris wreaked havoc on your waist¬
line: raspberry sacher torte, cream
puffs, mini chocolate cups with
mousse filling, warm rice pudding,
warm chocolate-banana bread pud¬
ding (a traditional Puerto Rican
recipe, according to Pablo Colon),
pumpkin cheesecake, and chocolate
swirl cheesecake with strawberry top¬
ping. Yummy!
To help defer the costs, Volpi en¬
listed corporate sponsorship from
Unicorn White Water Rafting Expedi¬
tions and Delorme Publishing Com¬
pany. While most of the food was in¬
haled by Bates students, the unused
portions have been reserved for the
Hope Haven Gospel Mission, in
Lewiston, which they can use to help
meet the social service needs of our
community.
Over a thousand students and
guests left with full stomachs, souve¬
nir booklets, and fond memories. For
Volpi and all the staff of Commons,
Harvest Dinner proved to be a model
of community cooperation.

As students wandered through the many lands of Harvest Dinner, they grew progressively enraptured with each
step. And as they followed the music, their hearts became young again, and they began to dance. Barney Beal photo.

Artwork stolen at Harvest Dinner
returned so we could go on enjoying
more evenings like we had tonight."
Volpi said while the sculptures
are "valuable pieces of art," they "are
pretty senseless unless they're in a
museum." Furthermore, he pointed
out that "they're someone else's prop¬
erty that they would like to have
back." He found the incident to be
quite disturbing. "It makes me won¬
der whether or not it's worth all the
effort to organize a wonderful event."
Later on in the evening, sources
stated that one of the sculptures was
recovered near John Bertram Hall, but
as of press time, the other had yet to be
found. According to associate dean of
students James Reese, the fish
weighed about 80 pounds each, and
so someone would have had to go to
considerable lengths to take them.

By Jeremy Breningstall
In what was a bitter side note to
yesterday's harvest dinner, two of the
three decorative fish sculptures lining
the stairway leading from Commons
to the Den were stolen. According to
Robert Volpi, director of food services,
the thefts occured at some point late in
the Harvest Dinner, without any mo¬
tivation apparent.
The sculptures had been loaned to
the college by their artist, Maine resi¬
dent Nantz Comyns-Toohey at the
college's bequest. "We'd seen her
work. We thought it would add to the
festivity if it was on display," Volpi
said. He stated his hope that the per¬
petrators would return the items, say¬
ing, "We're not looking to press any
charges. We just hope that they'll get
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Kenyan Memoirs: Recipes and recollectionsfrom afar
By Marcia Connelly
It was 6:30pm and people scurried into the Out¬
ing Club meeting room in the basement of Alumni
Gymnasium hoping to catch a seat on the end of the
air-tight benches. Scrunched between bodies and
backpacks I could barely breath. As my mind started
analyzing how many different acrobatic manuevers
it would take to remove myself from this spot,
Kenny walked in with a huge bowl of curried rice.
When the cover was lifted the sweet smell sent my
thoughts moving from the cold, must-smelling
meeting room, across the Atlantic and over the Sa¬
hara to the stone floor of my Swahili home in Lamu,
a small island off the coast of Kenya.
I listened from the floor as my tutor Nur and
her mother spoke to one another in Kiswahili. I tried
desperately to hear their conversation, to know and
understand what they were saying, but I seemed to
be making more progress on the floor rolling out the
dough for chapatis, the bread-like pancakes I had
come to love in my first few weeks in Kenya. I sat for
hours it seemed, rolling, shaping and cutting the
dough with Nur, while her mother stirred curry
powder into the large pot of rice we would eat once
the sun had set. It was the month of Ramadan, the
Islamic month of fasting where no food or water is
consumed from sun-up until sundown. Nur ex¬
plained that during Ramadan evil spirits are locked
away for 60 days, and that through fasting "you will
become clean and good inside."
I pressed the dough out in front of me as my
stomach grunted and grumbled, stubbornly protest¬
ing its emptiness. I was so tempted to eat the raw
dough, just a little piece. But who was I? They had
been fasting all month, and here I was growing
dizzy on day two and entertaining thoughts of steal¬
ing raw dough for an afternoon snack. Where would
I put it? Suddenly I burst out laughing in the middle
of the floor. I had sat so quietly for so long that my
outburst startled Nur and she looked up from her
work.
"Marcia, are you eating the chapatis when we
are not looking?" she teased. "I know they are your
favorites, you will eat so many tonight," she said.
I thought about how much better the dough
would taste after it had been cooked and I nodded to
her, still secretly thinking of how I could smuggle
the dough back to the guest house, past Sammy, and
upstairs into the space in corner of the room where I
unraveled. My thoughts grew more ridiculous with
each piece of dough, and soon I was laughing at my¬
self hysterically as I planned and plotted from the
middle of the floor. Nur and her mother
watched and smiled at my good humor
that day.
"Marcia, you are seeming happy to¬
day," Nur said as she handed me a sec¬
ond batch of dough to mix.
"My stomach noises are making me
laugh," I said smiling. "I guess I am not
used to fasting."
"We are fasting from age seven," she
said, "we are used to it." I nodded in
agreement and tried to concentrate on
mixing the dough. Why was fasting for
Ramadan so difficult for me? At first I
could only concentrate on when the next
meal would come, and then gradually, as
I sat on the floor preparing meals for the
family, the day became something other
than wishing for food. I began to under¬
stand why the shops were all closed in
Lamu during the day, and why the
streets were practically empty from sun
up until sundown. The only people
around were either coming or going to the Mosque,
their pace slow and heavy.
I watched men set off in dhows with the sun ris¬
ing behind them as they headed out to comb the sea
for fish to eat at sunset. I listened to women move in
their kitchens above and below me, singing to the

ers. I set out on the main drag and headed towards
the guest house. It was nearing the time for the
prayer call that would break the fast and begin Id alfitr. The streets were alive with people moving to¬
wards the Mosque or across the street to a neighbor's
home. Just before I reached the turn-off point I
glanced down one of the many long, narrow stone
passageways that led to the sea. The bright blue wa¬
ter was a complete contrast to the grey buildings
with cracked stone walls that stretched out into the
dark walkway. I stood for a moment to appreciate
the contrast, each building with its own character
and distinctions. The sea seemed so far away from
where I was standing, but seeing the blueness and
smelling the salt air brought with it a sense of famil¬
iarity and the thought that somewhere, this ocean
merged into another that I knew.
Three of us climbed the hill to the highest point
on Lamu island. We watched the sky fill with bright
oranges and reds as the sun set on Ramadan. We
waited for signs of the new moon, and the prayer
call would begin the celebrations. The excited antici¬
pation of the people on the hill heightened as the call
was given and a sliver of white appeared in the sky.
Voices cheered and hands pointed to the place in the
sky where the new moon had appeared. I sat on one
of the large rocks on the hilltop watching the move¬
ment around me and listening to the voices.
My reflections were interrupted by a voice call¬
ing my name from somewhere. Suddenly the scene
vanished and voices around me became louder as
people moved towards the door of the meeting
room.
children wrapped on their backs, stirring large metal
"Planning on spending the night here?" A voice
pots and rekindling fires all day long. Listening from
asked from behind me.
my place on the stone floor became easier and more
I turned and smiled seeing the face of a friend. I
natural as the days passed and hours slipped into
had thought that the room was empty and her voice
afternoons of storytelling, of laughing, learning and
startled me.
sharing pieces of our lives and our differences.
"Actually, I was thinking about what to make
It was the last day of fasting before Id al-fitr, the
for dinner, and that curried rice Kenny brought sent
"little festival" that marked the end of Ramadan fast¬
my mind and stomach spinning back to Kenya
ing and the beginning of the new year. I finished
where I basically bathed in curried food," I said and
rolling the chapatis and noticed it was time for me to
rose from the bench, laughing at the fact that I had
head back to the guest house. I told Nur I had to
daydreamed an entire Outing Club meeting.
leave and I would return at sunset. As I turned to go,
I headed home from Alumni tangled in a knot¬
her mother looked up and asked:
ted ball of memories. As I stepped out into the night
"Unaenda wapi?" (where are you going?)
I was met with a chilling blast of cold air, a reminder
"Ninaenda nyumbani yangu," (I am going home) I re¬
of winter's expected arrival. I looked up at the sky to
plied.
see the moon emitting a waning white glow like the
moon signaling the end of Ramadan. I had wanted
"Hii ni nyumbani yangu, unaenda wapi?" (This is your
home; where are you going?) she replied.
to share my stories of Kenya, Lamu and curried rice
"Ninaenda Mlangi Langi, sasa ninahitagi kusema na
at the meeting, but tonight I would carry them home
wanafunzi na walimu," (I am going to the guest house,
with me, to sleep and dream.
At times my semester in Kenya
slips from view like the moon, reap¬
pearing when clouds have passed or
when someone notices something dif¬
ferent in its shape. In the meantime,
Alarm clocks, bells, and telephones ring
to keep me "on track". Hours and days
turn into weeks and months, and my
travels move further and further from
reach. Some days I am here in the class¬
rooms or bent over a book in the library,
or snacking on cookies with friends in
the Den. Some days I am far away, trav¬
eling across oceans and deserts, wan¬
dering through narrow stone passage¬
ways and across short Savannah grass
lands, with faces that had become warm
and familiar. Sharing my experiences in
Kenya and telling stories has helped to
keep the faces and places near. But
somedays I am caught in between two
entirely different worlds it seems, strug¬
photos courtesy of Marcia Connelly.
gling to be in both places at once. It is on
these days that I seek the company of
I need to talk with the students and teachers now) I
other JSA and JYA students, thumb through photo
said smiling. "Nitarudi hapa, ninataka chapatis" (I will
albums, and listen closely to students' stories from
abroad. I am often amazed at how much you can
come back for some chapatis) I said teasingly.
hear and learn when you sit down to listen.
She laughed and sent me on my way with a
bowl of food to give to the other students and teach¬
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cussion as there are some
advocating
different
sides. Regardless of the
outcome of the decision
imS&M
Johnson stated, it will
Your Semlnola DlaJ-Ton».,.
definitely be determined
MCi diBllng Inat: (1) Dial 140Q-274-FSW
by the students, but how
(St) Aftor chime, dialauth, #
and PIN*.
this discussion will take
(3) Attar double ton*, dial area code and 0 or wait lor
place, is yet to be deter¬
menu option*, MCI customer service: 1-$00-274-8170
mined whether it be a se¬
ries of open forums or
even a survey.
"It's the potential of
the problem and I am not
comfortable with it until
A Mtmber of the iDeaiCARD N«twork
we have done all that's
reasonably prudent to
do... not after the fact. You have to take
"Then, so you have up front money that they
reasonable steps, we know this technology exists,
might pay to set up the system, then you have ongo¬
the school is capable of doing it, and if we don't do it
ing sources of revenue that they will pay, a percent¬
or make every attempt to do it, then we are liable,"
age of the money they make, they return to the
Johnson said.
college...to help defray costs. If it is done properly,
During the first year of implementation, if ap¬
everybody wins, the students not only get the conve¬
proved, every student will receive an ID card that
niences of the services, they can also get reduced
they will carry all four years. If a student loses their
costs (as opposed to on the open market off campus),
card, it is deactivated as soon as it is reported miss¬
and the college gets a percent return on top of that. I
ing and a new card can be issued in a matter of min¬
think it reduces the overall cost of the operation of
utes.
the college," he stated.
Additionally, there is the question of financing
A final plus to the one-card system, in the nego¬
this cumbersome project. Johnson felt confident that
tiations with various vendors, is that it is very pos¬
funding would not be a sticking point. As part of the
sible to include in the package bringing an Auto¬
RFP, the College hired a consultant and expert in the
mated Teller Machine (ATM) to campus.
field, Adam Thermos, to make contacts with the
The one-card system, if instituted at Bates would
various vendors to check financial feasibility and re¬
be known as the Bates Card and could have contin¬
ceive cost estimates if Bates were to implement such
ued use after graduation. They are easily transform¬
a system.
able into alumni cards with the possibility of being a
Currently, in order to lower to cost of the sys¬
MasterCard or Visa if so desired. If your Bates Card
tem, Bates has entered into a consortium with
were turned into a credit card, depending on nego¬
Bowdoin, Colby and Husson Colleges for the pur¬
tiations with banks the College could receive a per¬
pose of increasing buying power, thus reducing
centage each time you use it with no added cost to
overall cost of the potential project in order to re¬
students, says Johnson.
ceive the lowest possible cost estimates.
"These things have the possibility of converting
"[Cost] is a function of the actual cost of the
over to an alumna card, they have the potential of
hardware, the cost of the installation, the cost of op¬
continuing to generate revenue for the college and
erating and maintaining the system which is prima¬
produce savings for the consumer as long as they
rily a personnel issue versus revenue that can be
use it, throughout their entire life - what a nice way,
generated through different means," Johnson said.
a painless way, to give to your college," he said.
Johnson outlined these areas of potential rev¬
When might we see a one-card system on cam¬
enue generators as the following: "One, using ven¬
pus you ask?
dors associated with the system: banks, telephone
"If the RFP were approved in December and go
services, vending machine companies, companies in
out that it is very likely it would be possible to have
existence to make money, give money to the college
some aspects of the one-card system in by Fall of
to help set the system up in exchange for a market
1995," Johnson said.
that they have access to to market their products.
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Continued from Page 1_
trend of colleges and universities across the nation,
including Harvard, Princeton and Brown. All these
colleges are either in stages of installing a one-card
system, or have already completed the process. Ac¬
cording to Larry Johnson, director of security and
chair of the One-Card Committee, all reviews from
these institutions have been rave.
At this point, the One-Card Committee has out¬
lined areas of applicability for the one-card system
which will most likely be acceptable to the Bates
community.
"We are outlining all the things it will do, mak¬
ing some general recommendations as to a limited
phase one process, and then we are looking at
ballpark figures as to what types of revenue we
might be able to expect from the different
consortiums," Johnson said.
The card would serve as an identification card
for faculty, staff, and students; library card, meal
card required to enter Commons, entry key to dor¬
mitories for students, and a debit card from which
one can patronize vending machines, copy all those
reserve readings professors expect you to read, pur¬
chase the enormous list of books for classes, and fi¬
nally do the ever-mounting pile of laundry in your
room. The first priority and concern is controlled
access to the dormitories and academic buildings.
"At the top of that list is security and particu¬
larly for the dormitories so that we can lock them up
and have controlled access 24 hours a day," Johnson
said. "How the system is configured, (whether stu¬
dents have access to all dorms or not) is really up to
the users, the students."
He suggested that the Bates community will
need to address these issues in some form of a dis¬
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We offer everything from hot calzones to healthy salads and
delicious pasta dishes. Come in today and sample our specialty
and signature pizzas.
■■

Special: Sun-Wed $5.25 large 1 item pizza
Wednesday nights: $1.45 Maine brewed beer
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THE PRINCETON REVIEW

800/447-0254

Call today:
Courses at Bates Starting Soon!

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000-56,000+
per month. Room and Board! Transportation!
Male or Female. No experience necessary. For
more information call:

(206) 545-4155 ext A50661

Looking for responsible room¬
mate in New Auburn. Single par¬
ent considered. Washer/dryer
available, $250 a month, all utili¬
ties included. Call 777-3528
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A Bates tradition
A newly arrived Bobcat commented recently that Bates is like a
socialist nation: you have to wait on line all the time; everything is
broken; everybody complains all of the time; and it's just too damn
cold outside. Often, we can forget our purpose in attending Bates
and only concentrate on the negative aspects of the Bubble.
One positive staple of the Bates calendar that certainly never
gets overlooked is Harvest Dinner. An annual tradition, the preThanksgiving feast offers a wonderful respite at a time when a
semester's workload grows most overbearing. Aside from great
food, creative decorations and an excuse to lounge around with,
friends for hours in Commons, Harvest Dinner symbolizes the best
our college community can accomplish. In the process of creating
this year's wildly successful dinner, several individuals and orga¬
nizations, representing the wide cultural, economic and social
backgrounds of this campus planned ahead and worked together
to coordinate the usually nightmarish task of hosting a thousandperson banquet.
Some may argue that Harvest Dinner is decadent and glutton¬
ous. We respect that opinion and the right to express it. But, this
argument would make more sense if Commons did not attempt to
respect environmental and ecological concerns, and if Harvest Din¬
ner weren't pouring thousands of dollars into a stagnant local
economy. One semi-luxurious dinner a year can not be attributed
as a major cause of world hunger. Considering that most of the ex¬
cess food from Harvest Dinner will be re-served or donated to char¬
ity, dining services should be commended for upholding principles
of decent human ecology.
We commend Bob Volpi of Commons and everyone else who
made this year's Harvest Dinner delightful. We can't wait until
next year.
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letters to the editor

Rape is no joking matter
Dear man on the third floor screaming
"tie her down:"
I am writing this letter to inform
you of a situation that I feel is impor¬
tant. A few weeks ago when a friend
and I were feeling the stress that many
experience at Bates, we decided that a
good scream might relieve our frustra¬
tions. We left Adams and walked to
"the Puddle" and screamed as loud as
we could. Immediately, someone, a
man, began shouting at us from one of
the top floors of Adams. He yelled,
"Tie her down! Rape her somewhere
else." My eyes almost fell out of my
head. But, he continued, "close her
legs, stick a sock in her mouth." These
phrases and others containing ob¬
scenities were repeated. My friend and
I looked at each other, disgusted.
Well George, what if I had been

raped and heard you that night. It
might have been so traumatizing that
I would have rolled up into a ball on
the ground or I might have run up the
stairs of Adams in a rage to find you.
After I found you I would not think of
the consequences for actions that
might ensue.
If George thinks that such things
are amusing I am frightened to think
of how many others think of rape in
jest. I pray that you never have to ex¬
perience the pain and degradation of
rape. But if, God forbid, something
did happen I trust that your thoughts
would dramatically change.
Sincerely,
Rachel Ann Reed
Tyauna Johnson

Run like the wind, just
bring your neon spandex
To the Bates community :
Just a safe reminder to wear a re¬
flective vest or something similar if
you're going to run during hours of
darkness. Many of the students and
staff here at Bates run or walk in the
wee hours of the morning or later in
the afternoon, after classes or the close
of the workday. With the recent
change to daylight savings time, we
often find ourselves desperately get¬
ting that daily work-out in the dark,
something which poses numerous
safety concerns that we should all stay
aware of.
Retro-reflective vests can help

passing motorists to see a pedestrian
on the road. Even retro-flective tape or
bands on the shoes, wrists, ankles or
across the back of the jacket is helpful.
These items can be purchased in most
sporting goods stores. The bookstore
will also keep a supply for student
and staff availability. Please consider
making a small purchase of a vest or
bands to protect yourself if you'll be
running or walking in the dark. It's
also a good idea to run/walk with a
friend for safety purposes.
Sincerely,
Sue Daignault
Director of Safety, x6414
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groups in recent years. Since the 1992a meeting. They declined to mention
93 school year, the budgets of
specifics.
multicultural organizations have in¬
As a result of the evaluation, two
creased from $14, 057 to $43,709 for
committee members stepped down
the 1993-94 school year. These dra¬
and it was resolved that the proceed¬
matic increases of over 200% have
ings for the EPC selection were
taken place although the amount
flawed. However, since all of the com¬
available for all RA sponsored organi¬
Last spring, out of 19 students ap¬
plaints received were identical, in¬
zations increases at approximately 3%
plying to the Student Conduct Com¬
cluding those by white students, we
per year.
mittee there were no students of color
did not conclude that race was a fac¬
Curiously, the letter submitted by
who completed the application pro¬
tor.
Mr. Hatcher and Ms. Dumond alleges
cess, although the multicultural
The demand in the letter requests
the following: "The selection process
groups were notified of the openings.
that "additional spaces are made for
for the EPC was both unprofessional
Additionally, aside from two appli¬
students of color on these commit¬
and incomplete without students of
cants for the Educational Policy Com¬
tees." The RA has never created posi¬
color." Again, back to the facts, there
mittee, there was only one student of
tions only intended for members of a
were two students color on the com¬
color who applied to any of the other
specific group. As ex¬
mittee during their
14 student-faculty committees. There
ecutive board mem¬
interviews. This in¬
was one student of color who applied
formation
was
bers, we do acknowl¬
to the Budget Committee and one to
edge that the inter¬
known by the au¬
Please see page 2
the Committee on Committees. All of
views for the EPC were
thors of the letter,
these applicants were chosen except
for the letter from
not run in a profes¬
yet it is blatantly fal¬
for the two who were among 9 other
sional manner, and we
sified in the com¬
Kobi Hatcher '97 and
applicants applying to the EPC.
are in the process of
plaint and used as
Claudia Dumond '95
The committees can only be as di¬
clarifying the criteria
one of the few spe¬
verse as the applicants, and as these
and improving the se¬
cific examples of the
to which this letter
figures show, the number of students
lection process. The ap¬
alleged bias of the
responds.
of color applying has made RA efforts
peal on the grounds of
process.
to diversify committees and represent
unprofessionalism are
The facts pre¬
traditionally
under-represented
legitimate, however
sented in the previ¬
groups at Bates on these committees
ous
paragraphs
absolutely no evidence
impossible due to lack of applicants
speak for them¬
has been presented to
from the groups.
selves. The alleged claims of racism in
support claims of discrimination.
Furthermore, the executive board
the letter are vague and evidence for
of the RA has been a diverse group in
substantiation should have been
The Representative Assembly is the offi¬
recent years. Four years ago, the entire
clearly stated in the letter or articu¬
cial student government of Bates College.
board was female. In the past three
lated at the last RA meeting.
years, students of color have never
An internal evaluation was expe¬
lost a Presidential or Vice Presidential
ditiously conducted after the formal
election. This has resulted in three
complaint as well as other complaints
consecutive terms of Vice President
were received from members of the
and one President being chosen by RA
Committee on Committees and other
members to lead the organization.
EPC applicants. In an effort to acquire
This clearly indicates discrimination
details of the complaint, one step of
has not been a factor in these elections.
the investigation process was the op¬
The RA Budget Committee has
portunity for Ms. Dumond and Mr.
To The Editor:
generously endowed multicultural
Hatcher to elaborate on their appeal in
I would like to write in response
to Evan Halper's article "Lonnie
Klein: Holding all of BCTV's eggs" in
dally LIKE Barney, but I can't say 1
the November 11, 1994 issue of The
Student.
The bulk of this article deals
hate him. I've always been a Mr.
with
the
lost pictures for Evan
Bloopie man myself.
Halper's story. Mr. Halper insults the
Barney is getting a bad reputation.
I think that it is time that we band to¬
intelligence of his readers by focusing
on something which is irrelevant to
gether to love one another, and
Barney. This marks the start of my
"Up Late With Lonnie Klein" or
new organization: People Who Don't
BCTV. He demeans his readers by ex¬
Why do people with too much free
Especially Like Barney But Wish That
pecting them to respond to this type of
time write long newspaper articles
banal and personal attacking. [Sic]
Everybody Would Just Shut Up
and philosophical proofs stating and
About It and Buy Jeremy a Present
I find the language used to de¬
restating their hatred for him? My
(PWDELBBWTEWJSUAIBJBP). The
scribe BCTV completely insulting and
roommate calls him "demon-pos¬
time when college students can have
disgraceful. As Mr. Halper discusses
sessed" on good days,
"Barney Burning Par¬
BCTV's "struggles to climb out of the
"a demon" on not-soties" should end. The
bowls of oblivion" and describes it as
good days, and "the
time when Jeremy
having "taken on the qualities of an
Prince of Darkness"
Why do we fear,
gets the adulation of
existentialist novel," he is making
when he is really in a
himself look silly by going after this
millions
of
people—
loathe and hate a
foul mood.
adulation he de¬
small and growing organization with
harmless children’s
Ben (the roommate)
serves— should begin
such vigor.
has spent a consider¬
today I suspect that
I question Evan Halper's integ¬
toy ? Can't we
able portion of his valu¬
the
only
opposition
rity.
BCTV
is trying to grow and gain
love ? Have we not
able time working on a
that
PWDELBB¬
interest on the Bates campus and does
philosophical proof to
learned anything
WTEWJSUAIBJBP
not need the unprofessional and
show that Barney is Sa¬
will
get
is
from
CASA
unconstructive criticism of Mr.
from Richard
tan. He first changed
(Coalition Against
Halper. The personal attack was un¬
Holley?
the letters in "Barney
Stupid Acronyms).
founded (the real Student photogra¬
the Purple Dinosaur"
So join me, and rid
pher failed to show up) and crawl
into their ancient Greek
yourself
of
the
[sic]. But worst of all, it did not accom¬
numeric equivalents.
plish anything constructive or make
BLINDNESS and HATE that charac¬
For example; I = one, L = 50, and a
terizes the Barney-bashing movement.
any intelligent commentary about
"U" was originally written as a "V"
BCTV and its new talk show. As a
which equals five. When adding these
Send Checks to :
member of the Bates community I sin¬
numbers together the sum is 666. Sa¬
cerely hope to see less of this type of
Jeremy Villano *97
tan = 666, Barney = 666. The obvious
writing in the guise of journalism, and
result, according to Ben, is Barney =
Mr. Halper's banal cynicism.
Jeremy loves you, Jeremy loves me. We’re
Satan.
a happy family. With a great big hug, and
1 object. Where is the human com¬
Sincerely,
a kiss from me to you; Won‘t you say you
passion, the tolerance, the support of a
Dan Shaw ’96, producer, ”The Lonnie
love me, also.
symbol of love? I admit, I do not espeKlein Show"

point of view

An open letter from the leaders
of campus government
Last week, students Kobi Hatcher and
Claudia Dumond sent a letter Represen¬
tative Assembly President Duncan White
'95; administration members and other
relevant groups, questioning the veracity
of the selection process used to appoint
members to student-faculty committees.
(Please see accompanying news story be¬
ginning on page 1.) The following letter
responds to allegations made within that
letter, as well as to allegations made
within a letter which was submitted by
Dean of Faculty Martha Crunkleton to the
leadership of the R.A.
To: The Bates Community
From: Duncan White, President
Edmund Gaither, Treasurer
In direct response to allegations of
racism within the Representative As¬
sembly, we will present some facts
that refute the unsubstantiated accu¬
sations in the formal complaint by
Claudia Dumond and Kobi Hatcher
which is reprinted in the RA box in
this edition of The Student.
One of the primary duties of the
RA is to select students to serve on the
numerous student-faculty commit¬
tees. In recent years the limited num¬
ber of applicants from students of
color has been evident despite RA ef¬
forts to diversify the committees. This
year a presentation was made to one
multicultural group, and past com¬
mittees have notified leaders of
multicultural organizations and en¬
couraged applicants.

point of view

Our friend with the swollen
purple heal
BV Jeremy Villano
In high school, the little geeky
kid used to get picked-on and
beaten-up by the bigger, stronger
terrorists on the playground.
What is it that makes one indi¬
vidual hate another so much?
What is it that drives a person to
detest someone else so vehemently
that they are willing to resort to
violence?
As a 6'2" college student
weighing 160 lbs., you can under¬
stand that I have suffered the brunt
of many a bully's taunts in my life¬
time. Still, [could not tell you why
these nasty people did what they
did. Fortunately, there is someone
in today's society who also suffers
much undeserved ridicule. An in¬
dividual to whom I can relate and
share my psychosis - Barney the
Purple Dinosaur.
Why, I ask, does Barney in¬
spire such violent reactions from
people? After all, he is just a big,
lovable purple dinosaur. He smgs,
and is a jolly guy who loves YOU!
So why do everybody and their
roommate (especially mine) have
such a strong loathing for him?

letter

The Shaw-shank
redemption
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elections ’94

Mi vida loca:
True craziness in California
welfare programs, most child care and
foster care benefits are also elimi¬
nated. All California law enforcement
Over a week after Californians voted
agencies will required to verify the
to enact Proposition 187, an act designed
status of individuals who are arrested
to deny basic services to illegal immi¬
and suspected of being here illegally.
grants, the controversy still rages. Ameri¬
If legal residency cannot be proved,
cans from across the political spectrum
the individual must be reported to the
have taken an array of opinions, creating
United States Immigration and Natu¬
some of the most bizarre alliances since the
ralization Service. Finally, state offices
Hitler-Stalin Pact. David Kociemba scru¬
providing health, welfare and public
tinizes the issues closely. He explores the
education services are required to re¬
parameters of this proposition and exam¬
port suspected immigrants.
ines its effects.
Proposition 187 is un¬
likely to deter illegal
The national war on
immigration. The real
illegal immigration re¬
issue is jobs that pay
This measure
cently heated up in Cali¬
wages which will ad¬
will backfire
fornia. Immigration has
equately support a
and cost
been a historically press¬
family. Services denied
ing issue in America, par¬
by
the measure, par¬
taxpayers more
ticularly with the recent
ticularly health care
than they can
application of our foreign
and education, are
policies towards Cuba
largely free in Mexico
afford.
and Haiti. Now, with
now. So long as Cali¬
fornia has "low-pay¬
California's overwhelm¬
ing approval of Proposi¬
ing" jobs that pay
tion 187, the issue has invaded the do¬
more than most available in Mexico,
mestic policy sphere. Although
people will cross the border hoping to
Proposition 187 will be tied up in the
provide for their families and get a
courts for years with questions of its
new start for themselves. Better alter¬
natives for halting illegal immigration
constitutionality, we must now ques¬
tion whether our means of prosecut¬
would be to step up border patrols
and to allow NAFTA a chance to help
ing this war are moral, or effective.
soothe Mexico's economic distress.
Proposition 187 is breathtaking in
This measure will backfire, and
its scope. It requires public schools to
cost the taxpayers of California more
verify the legal status of its students
than they can afford. According to
and their parents/guardians. Except¬
Gov. Pete Wilson, California pays $2.4
ing emergency care, illegal immi¬
billion in social services and prison
grants are denied all public health ser¬
costs for immigrants. These costs will
vices. Already ineligible for the major

By David Kociemba

the college days
HEY, MARTY, ARE YOU
GOING HOME FOR
VACATION?

be more than outweighed by the costs
of enforcing Proposition 187. Those
denied preventative care will be
forced to seek emergency care. It is
cheaper by far to prevent disease than
to provide emergency care, both in
terms of monetary and human costs.
Will they even seek emergency care?
There is no immunity clause in the
measure, so the measure will deter
Latinos from seeking medical care for
fear of deportation or harassment. The
public health risk of forcing
California's 1.5 million illegal immi¬
grants to go without immunizations
and preventative care is staggering.

cient for national Republicans such as
Jack Kemp and William Bennett to
oppose the measure.
Finally, citizens will be denied
their rights. Through schooling and
immunization shots, children will be
used to deport their parents. Of even
greater concern, however, is that this
measure would deny them their
rights as United States citizens.
Proposition 187 says nothing of the
mixed-status household, with the in¬
fant who is born an American citizen.
This child will have none of the rights
its fellow citizens take for granted:
the right to public schooling, to pub¬
lic assistance in times of need, to pro¬
Proposition 187 will hinder law
tection under the law, to public
enforcement for all Californians. Wit¬
health services. The sins of the father
nesses and victims will fear to step for¬
will be visited upon the son, a funda¬
ward, hesitant in the face of deporta¬
mentally immoral proposition.
tion and/or harassment (from law en¬
Proposition 187, should it ever
forcement officials ... in California!).
survive the courts, will be a human
People with no re¬
rights disaster. In seeking
course from the law
to rectify California's fis¬
Big Brother is
create their own law
cal crisis, its voters have
enforcement. Under
alive in California. doomed their state to a
the measure, 300,000
and expensive
This reason alone massive
school children would
public health risk, in¬
be thrown out of pub¬
proved sufficient creased crime, and in¬
lic school, or will drop
creased government in¬
for even Jack
out to protect their
tervention into all aspects
Kemp to campaign of their lives. This divisive
parents. Those with¬
out legal recourse or
against Prop 187. measure will create a ra¬
the education to pro¬
cial backlash in the al¬
vide a future for
ready tense state of Cali¬
themselves will join gangs, or the
fornia. All this will be accomplished
ranks of the homeless.
while failing to deter illegal immigra¬
This measure will create a back¬
tion, as the job incentive remains un¬
lash of enormous proportions. When
touched. Finally, we will wage our
non-caucasian citizena deal with the
national war on immigration by us¬
state bureaucracies of public educa¬
ing children to fight it. In this war,
tion, welfare, law and health agencies,
however, we will treat people in a
manner that we have never treated
they will have to carry papers proving
prisoners of war: denying them
their status as legal citizens or be de¬
medicine when they are sick, and de¬
nied access and reported. It is doubt¬
nying them justice when they are
ful that whites in California legally
would have to take the precautions
wronged._
that a legal minority resident would to
David Kociemba feels the pain of ev¬
obtain the same services. This mea¬
eryone. And then, he feels nothing. He
sure institutes Big Brother in Califor¬
also edits the Arts section.
nia; this reason alone proved suffi¬

by greg stones ’96
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letters to the editor

Resist the call of the wild
To all the tough guys and tough gals
at Bates:
In our four (three and almost a
half) years at Bates, we have seen
many signifigant changes such as the
introduction of the phone system, the
refurbishment of the cage, the chang¬
ing of the Bill, the multicultural center
and the new Village buildings. How¬
ever, one thing hasn't changed at all
and that is the amount of unnecessary
and beligerent damage that pervades
this campus. The unfortunate fact is
that this phenomononon displays it¬
self in all four classes on campus.
Some of you may remember the
very first event in the cage two years
ago. If not, let us refresh your
memory.
The fabulous maintenence staff
had just completed the new bath¬
rooms; freshly plastered and spar¬
kling clean. That night, severe damage
was done to those walls as they were
kicked, punched and destroyed by
"tough guys." We guess that the plas¬
ter tried to fight back as hard as it
could, but it was just no match for the
sheer physical strength of such power¬
house enforcers. Maybe they heard
the walls talking to them and had to
"set things straight"; who knows.
Anyway, last year brought similar in¬
cidents to our campus including the
dismounting of a water fountain in
Hedge, the total trashing of a room in
JB and the destruction of ceiling tiles
to name a few. Now again, we're sure

it was a fair fight, because we know
that ceiling tiles are a little stronger
than just plain plaster, but again the
tiles couldn't hold out against the
wrath of the mighty Bates warrior. We
could go on and on about the sense¬
less damage that occurs here daily,
but the point is not to catalog these in¬
cidents, rather it is to curtail them.
People wonder why tuition and gen¬
eral expenses go up every year.
We know that there are those of
you out there who have the solution to
this problem, but frankly we're sick of
hearing it. It goes like this: "Oh, yeah,
I did destroy that but, I'll pay for it."
Paying for it is only half of the issue,
the other half is respect. Bates has al¬
ways prided itself on it's ability to
function as a community. Destroying
community property
doesn't show me any respect or un¬
derstanding of the word. Look, it's as
simple as this- DON'T BREAK WHAT
ISN'T YOURS!!! If you want to beat
the dickens out of your T.V. or your
computer or break bottles over your
head then go ahead, but have a little
respect for your community. We're
sure there are plenty of contractors
looking for tough guys to wreck
buildings with them.... think of all that
defenseless plaster ahhhhhhh!

In his "Reflections of Passion: A
World of Love", Mr. Holley declares
that love is the universal answer to
global adversity. Holley predicts that
a 'loving society' will be beyond
multiculturalism because multiculturalism infers difference and, ac¬
cording to Holley, 'love' has no toler¬
ance for difference. Holley writes, "In
a time when we are emphasizing
multiculturalism and a pronounce¬
ment and celebration of our differ¬
ences as a people, I am trying to do the
opposite...We are all one people, all
one species. We have the same hopes
and fears, we experience the same tri¬
als and tribulations. We are not that
different." Besides being blatantly eth¬
nocentric, Holley's statement grossly
neglects the obvious differences inher¬
ent to class, race, sex, and gender.
In actuality, we are not that simi¬
lar. To believe that we live in a ho¬
mogenous society is to believe in a fal¬
lacy. Indeed, Mr. Holley's naivete is
troubling but what is truly unsettling

CALL NOW! 783-2200
10 Wings $3.99
20 Wings $6.99
30 Wings $9.99
40 Wings $12.99
50 Wings $15.99

Available in mild, medium,
hot, or barbecue

HOURS: MON-THURS 4:30 PM-1 AM
FRI & SAT 11 AM-2 AM
SUNDAY 11 AM-1 AM

LATE NIGHT
SPECIAL
$6.99

MONDAY,TUESDAY, I
WEDNESDAY
|
SPECIAL $9.99
S

Get 2 Medium Cheese Pizzas ■
for only $9.99
plus tax and deposit.

Get 1 Large One Topping
Pizza for only $6.99 plus tax
and deposit.
Good only 9 pm-close

Edward Goldin '95, RC of Parker
Hall; Scott Richard '95, RC of Davis,
Leadbetter, Stillman, Herrick;
Paul Dahlbegr '95, RC of Howard,
Holmes, Wood St. House

What’s love got to do with it
To the Editor:
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is the inference that difference is the
root of all things evil, mischievous,
and 'animalistic.'
To say that "we all share a com¬
mon set of values which spans our dif¬
ferences" is sheer ignorance. Audre
Lorde writes that human blindness
stems from "an inability to recognize
the notion of difference as a dynamic
human force, one which is enriching
rather than threatening to the defined
self, when there are shared goals." It's
a contradiction that Mr. Holley can
proselytize about "a world filled with
love" and yet not embrace a
multicultural society. Mr. Holley de¬
clares himself a "middle class, hard
working, taxpaying American." It is
this exact declaration which differenti¬
ates Mr. Holley from those who are
not middle class or American or
white. We are not the same, Mr.
Holley. That's the good news. And
love has nothing to do with it.
Sincerely,
Nicole Dyer '95

Don’t be an insignificant slug drooling in
your raspberry fro-yo. Write for the Bates
Student and make something of your life.

EXPIRES 11/21/94

EXPIRES 11/21/94

Coupon not valla witn any other offer 'jgfrjm
Offer v?i.d with coupon only.
«u
participat ng stciec only. Prices ..iay »«y. !!
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20 00 Cash
^^^aiue
'/zuc. ©1994
visve uom:.iosrizza,
inc
luamim
value t/20CDomi.io's Pizza. Inc

I

Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
participating stores only. Prices may vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our dnvers carry less than $20.00 Cash
^^^aiue
uommosnzza,
me.
value 1/20e. ©1994 Domino's
Pizza, Inc.

,1

■$2.00 OFFi1
ANY 2 ITEM
OR MORE
PIZZA

JBH

^^

STUDENT
SPECIAL

I
I
I
I

Get a Medium Cheese Pizza
and 2 Cokes®
or Diet Cokes®
for only $6.99
plus tax and deposit.

I
EXPIRES 11/21/94
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
participating stores only. Prices may vary.
Customer pays sales tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20 00. Cash
value 1 /20c. ©1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

<MISTER

<BflGEL

EXPIRES 11/21/94
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Offer valid with coupon only. Valid at
participating store-> only. Prices may vary
Customer pays suies tax where applicable.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Car. i
^^alue 1 /20c. ©1994 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Serving Breakfast until 1:00 pm
Open Seven days a week.
Hours
Monday - Friday
6 - 3 pm
Saturday 6-2 pm
Sunday 7-1 pm

336 CENTER STREET, AUBURN
PHONE 777-7007

WANTED!!!
Individuals and Student Organizations tc
Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn sub¬
stantial MONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS

1-800-327-6013

®
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the last laugh

A contract for white America, a
contract on black America
By Sarah Gunn_
As the election day smoke
cleared, another scapegoat has
emerged from the ashes of campaign
'94. In the proud tradition of Willie
Horton, our elected officials have cen¬
tered upon their newest mark: the
"Welfare mother."
This fiction of the idle poor has
been tossed around for decades. The
prevalent image persists: she is a
woman- usually young, Black, and
addicted to drugs. She becomes preg¬
nant with the sole purpose of snatch¬
ing tax dollars away from hard work¬
ing Americans. It doesn't matter that
this myth is faulty. It has, through the
concerted efforts of the media and our
elected officials, become an Issue, and
has stuck onto our national conscious¬
ness like a bad rash.
The welfare debate gained na¬
tional prominence during the 1992
presidential election campaign, when
Bill Clinton pledged to "end welfare
as we know it." But, while his admin¬
istration effectively used the spectre of
welfare in an attempt to gamer public
support, Clinton's election rhetoric
pales in comparison to the incendiary
mud- slinging of Newt Gingrich and
other conservative Republican lead¬
ers.
By engaging in facile slogans and
quick- fixes, our leaders managed to
get elected, and they're now ready to
act on their promise of reform. The

Republicans' plan stands a good
chance of passing: it enjoys wide pub¬
lic support, and President Clinton has
expressed a willingness to compro¬
mise with the now- powerful GOP.
But, by giving the impression that the
"Welfare Mother" creates American
poverty, our elected officials enter
dangerous territory. Their "solutions"
will create far more problems than
they profess ic solve.
The Republican "Contract for
America," a blueprint for future legis¬
lative actions, has proposed to elimi¬
nate welfare eligibility
young
mothers. This plan would allow states
to deny Aid For Dependent Children
(ADFC) to unmarried recipients. If
this proposal is implemented, it
would sever benefits from an esti¬
mated 3.5 million children currently
covered under the current plan. As
Rep. Bill Archer, (R- Tx) the next chair¬
man for the House Ways and Means
Committee, exclaimed, "You lose
your welfare benefits and if the chil¬
dren cannot be supported by you,
they have to be put into foster homes."
The assumption that women (and
men) on welfare will decide to stop
raising children because of this plan is,
simply put, ludicrous. And it's dan¬
gerous. The underlying theme run¬
ning through this proposal suggests
that, if single mothers and their chil¬
dren commit the sin of being poor, the
government should never encourage
their behavior by helping them. This

philosophy places a stigma not only
problem instead of facing it head on.
on those who accept welfare pay¬
We transfer responsibility for reform
ments, but also on those struggling to
on a conveniently reviled, absent fig¬
get by without welfare. It suggests
ure. But as voters, we should demand
that poor women are unfit mothers.
more. Instead of ending "welfare as
The Republican "Contract" calls
we know it," our leaders should put
for over $40 billion in cuts for food,
time and energy into fighting the situ¬
housing, education and income pro¬
ations which force people into wel¬
grams. Rep. Gingrich explained "I
fare. Put money into education, job
think that, for most Americans, that if
retraining and health care. Study the
you work with them, they should be
root causes of poverty, and then begin
able to find a job." But it's unrealistic
to restructure- or break down- our
to expect that each recipient could
current system which perpetuates
find employment in an economy al¬
poverty. We can no longer be satisfied
ready glutted with 7.6 million unem¬
with the crowd- pleasing speeches of
ployed workers- particularly since
our President and Congressmen. In¬
many begin their
stead,
the
public
search without the
should question lead¬
benefits of good
ers who attack the poor
It’s easy to find a
educational or ad¬
instead of confronting
vancement oppor¬
poverty itself. As we
scapegoat. The
tunities. Low- level
cheer the easy answers
Welfare Mother
jobs pay little over
promoted
by
our
$12,000 to $15,000 a
image is compelling.
elected officials, we
year, and most of
should not forget the
It allows us to ignore
these jobs do not
fact that the "Welfare
the problem head on.
provide health care
Mother" exists- but not
benefits. For single
as a stereotype or mon¬
We transfer blame
mothers who can
ster. Face her, and re¬
onto the victim.
spend up to $10,000
ject the reactionary
in child care alone,
policies of hate pro¬
finding
employ¬
moted by our leaders.
ment often takes a low priority. By
True reform is not as glamorous as at¬
calling for the end of welfare and,
tacking poor women, but it will, in the
with the same breath, cutting social
long run, yield results instead of
programs which allow people to find
empty rhetoric.
jobs, the plan is doomed to fail. By re¬
moving benefits and aid programs,
the government, in effect, forces these
women into an impossible choice: to
allow their family to starve, or to give
All Sarah Gunn wants to do is have some
up their children.
fun. She's got the feeling she ain't the
It's easy to find a scapegoat. The
only one. Join her Tuesdays and Thurs¬
"Welfare Mother" image is compel¬
days at the Holiday Inn Lounge in
Wiscassett.
ling, for it allows us to ignore the

HEART

GET DRESSED BEFORE
YOU HIT THE ROAD.

We’re Making a Difference.

Gloves help you manipulate controls better. Leathers help prevent hypo- t o
thermia. And all gear protects against flying objects. Which is vitally yir
important if you ever become the flying object, motorcycle safety foundation ”'
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American Heart
Association

Please
recycle
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newspaper

“What I Really
Want to l)o is
Teach”
You’re thrilled by different cultures - or maybe
you were raised in one. You’ve studied a foreign
language - or maybe your foreign language is
English. You’ve always appreciated the strength
of vivid communication through the written and
spoken word - or maybe you've only recently
understood its power. You sound like a Teacher
of English as a Second Language.

Beforeyou
dissect...

The Master of Arts in Teaching English
as a Second Language Program
♦ allows you to earn a masters degree in education and
prepares you for provisional and full certification in 14
months
♦ provides the option of a year-long internship in one of
several Greater Boston communities
♦ offers a scholarship to degree candidates seeking
certification while they student teach equal to nearly
one-third the cost of the program
♦ enhances your understanding of culture and its
impact on language acquisition
Why should you have to mutilate and kill animals
to study them? You don't.
For more information about humane alternatives
to animal dissection in classrooms.
(ALL TOLL-FRIT
DISSECTION HOTLINE
1800 922-FROG
A student on trench project of the Animat Legal Defense Fund

SIMMONS COLLEGE
Call or write today for information about this or our
graduate programs in teaching Special Needs or elementary,
middle, or high school.
(617) 521-2910
Simmons College, Office of Graduate Studies Admissions - A
300 The Fenway, Boston. MA 02115-5898
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Artistic endeavor embraces children and community
By Jen Lacher
Faced with a 15-foot by 35-foot ex¬
panse of concrete, most people would
think, "Hmm . . . empty wall space."
But for senior art major Jay Rasku, this
wall serves as a source of inspiration,
a veritable tabula rasa. Where others
see only cold concrete, Rasku envi¬
sions a mural which "will be a cel¬
ebration of Maine's natural heritage."
Born out of a deep concern for the
environment and a desire to work
with local school children, Rasku's
proposed thesis project is a mural to
be painted on the wall of the Lewiston
Multi-Purpose Center on Birch Street.
The Multi-Purpose Center serves as
the home for Longley Elementary
School's after-school program, and it
is the children who participate in this
program who will ultimately be re¬
sponsible for designing and creating
the mural.
"The project can be broken down
into two sections. The design phase in¬
volves awareness and education of
Maine's environmental issues and
ecology ... Presently I see a series of
after-school activities at the Multi-

Purpose Center that introduce the
young people — a group of up to fifty
kids — to aspects of Maine's environ¬
ment. With that background they will
be able to make real contributions to
the mural's design," Rasku com¬
mented.
The initial educational and aware¬
ness-building activities will focus on
the ecological issues surrounding the
Androscoggin River, Lewiston's Na¬
tive American past, Maine's natural
resource base, and the wildlife which
is native to this area. These educa¬
tional sessions will take place in
nearby Franklin Pasture and will be
centered around hands-on, interactive
lessons that will engage the students
and give them a background on which
they can base their ideas for the
mural's design.
Rasku, majoring in both art and
biology, has been involved in environ¬
mental education throughout his four
years at Bates and has worked both as
a nature guide at Thomcrag Sanctuary
and as an artist for the local chapter of
the Audubon Society in his home¬
town, thus combining his love for art
and his concern for the natural world.

Student artistry:

The work “Daisy Goodman Playing the Piano” from the Marjorie Kramer
exhibit in the Multicultural Center.
Paige Brown photo.

Jay Rasku '95 seeking permission from Lewiston City Council for his the¬
sis art project of working with city children on a mural. Barney Beal photo.
Ecological concerns and environ¬
mental issues are already an integral
part of the lives of many of these
young people, Rasku pointed out. Not
only is Maine's economy based on
natural resources, but many of these
children's parents are employed by
the same industries which are so intri¬
cately linked with the environment.
"It's a tricky subject, because most
of their parents are involved in these
industries, but it's important for the
kids to understand both sides of these
issues," Rasku said.
Rasku has encountered support¬
ive individuals at every stage of his
developing proposal. Administrators
at Longley Elementary School, profes¬
sors from both the art and education
departments, Bates President Donald
Harward, Lewiston Mayor John
Jenkins and local environmentalists
have enthusiastically endorsed the
project.
Susan Hayward, director of
Thorncrag Sanctuary, is looking for¬
ward to working closely with Rasku
as he begins to develop his environ¬
mentally-focused curriculum. "Jason
has wonderful skills as an artist,"
Hayward commented. "I'm looking
forward to working with him on the
curriculum as that's my area of exper¬
tise. The thing to remember is that
there is already an existing curriculum
[at Longley]... what we need to do is
work with that existing program."
The curriculum is currently in the
early stages of development and work
on the mural itself is slated to begin as
soon as the spring weather permits.
Rasku is eagerly anticipating the inter¬
action between himself and young
students, who range in age from kin¬
dergarten through sixth grade. The
group will not only be comprised of
local students but also some "non-traditional" students from the Maine ju¬
venile detention center. Both
Hayward and Rasku felt that this di¬
versity will add to the experimental
nature of the project, but neither ex¬
pressed any real anxiety.
"[The project] is good for every
side involved. It is going to build ties
with the Bates Community by linking
Bates with the community of
Lewiston.... There's a great need for

this. There's so much potential, and
someone with a little enthusiasm
could really spark something big,"
Rasku said. "The mural will be some¬
thing that the City of Lewiston will be
proud of. More important, I think, will
be the education children will gain
about Maine's ecology as they partici¬
pate in a positive, community-build¬
ing activity."
Rasku had to seek approval from
the Lewiston City Council, mainly to
address insurance and liability con¬
cerns involving the children who
would be working on the mural next
spring. Hayward attended Tuesday
night's Council meeting to speak on
behalf of Rasku and his proposal. She
echoed the sentiments of Rasku in say¬
ing that the Council was supportive
and encouraging. "The excitement
surrounding the project idea carried
people beyond concerns about liabil¬
ity," Hayward reported. Rasku was
asked to return to the Council in the
spring to follow up and receive the fi¬
nal and more formal endorsement of
the Council, but no problems are an¬
ticipated.
Funding for the mural will be
coming primarily from the Arthur
Crafts Service Award, a grant made
available to Bates students doing com¬
munity service work. Additional
monies will come from KIDSNET
(Kids Involved Doing Service in New
England Towns). This is a national
program intended to get school chil¬
dren involved in community service
projects, and the Lewiston School Sys¬
tem received a 3-year, $75,000 grant to
develop programs like Rasku's mural
project. Rasku estimates the materials
will cost $300 and all labor will be vol¬
untary.
"I will serve as coordinator and
facilitator of the mural's construction,
but I stress that the input by the young
people . . . will determine the depic¬
tions and designs of the mural.
Through participation, these young
people will experience a positive com¬
munity-building activity, gain a
greater appreciation for the beauty of
their state, understand environmental
issues, and remain conscious of envi¬
ronmental issues in the future and act
responsibly," Rasku said.
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Hello, Cleveland ! Uh, I mean, hello Bates College !
Groove Tonic and Puckerbrush want to take it to the streets.
with
keyboards-player
Nate
Orenstein '98 and Justin Lander '98.
Once perfected, Groove Tonic looks
What would possess three hun¬
forward to the many gigs they plan to
dred, half-intoxicated youths to chant
play and to recording a new demo.
and writhe in state of delirium at mid¬
When asked about their musical
night for almost two hours? Well, if
style, the Groovers are quick to deflect
you said, "the shameful allure of Sa¬
any form of traditional confinements.
tan," you're only half right. Actually,
"The name Groove Tonic says it all,"
last Saturday night, it was none other
Wyman commented. "We all have
than the funky allure of Bates' own
such different influences, and it all
Groove Tonic that turned the Mays
ends up into an unrecognizable
Center into a hedonistic den of ca¬
groovy, funky sound."
cophony.
Pressed about their influences,
But the real surprise was not the
Wyman and Theodore mentioned
Dionysiac atmosphere
their appreciation of such
of the show. It was that
diverse acts as Primus,
anybody still had en¬
Bela Fleck and the
“The name
ergy after an equally
Flecktones and Stevie
Groove Tonic
raucous Puckerbrush
Ray Vaughn. Despite
show the night before.
what may seem like a
says it all... it all
Groove Tonic and
very "classic rock/Lenny
ends up an
Puckerbrush are two
Kravitz" sound, Groove
Bates bands, that have
unrecognizable
Tonic insists they are fo¬
surfaced recently, help¬
cused on the 1990s.
groovy, funky
ing revive a long stand¬
"I don't think anyone
sound”
ing tradition of live
would ever call us a 70s
original rock and roll in
retro band." Wyman in¬
- Jon Wyman ’97
the Bubble. Groove
sisted. "I use a wah-wah
Tonic was formed last
petal, sure, big deal. We
Short Term by drummer Jim
cover contemporary stuff as well as
Theodore '97 and guitarist Jon
some 70s tunes. We may funk around,
Wyman '97. The pair teamed up with
but we're definitely not retro."
singer Corey Manuel, a friend from
Assisting Groove Tonic in its
Wyman's hometown and a student at
quest to rock the Bates universe is
Emerson College. Rounding out the
Puckerbrush. Originally named Wax¬
group were Justin Clark '95.5 on gui¬
ing Atomic, after what not even gui¬
tar and Jeb Fowler '97 on drums. After
tarist Ben Godin '96 knows, the band
playing a few preliminary gigs here
was formed under fateful circum¬
during Short Term, the band re¬
stances.
aligned, adding non-Batesie Mark
"In October of 1993, I was walk¬
Armistad on Bass and headed into the
ing to Mitchell House and I heard
studio to record a demo, featuring the
someone strumming a guitar." Godin
song "Jesus was a rock star" in the
beamed. That someone was the same
summer of 1994.
Justin Clark who would eventually
Returning to Bates this fall, the
join and leave Groove Tonic. Talking
Groovers overhauled their line-up by
things over with Clark, Godin real¬
replacing Armistad, Fowler and Clark
ized the two had similar musical

By Bob Kaplan

tastes and a comparable playing style,
saur Jr and Otis Redding." Loosely
and decided to form a band. Minutes
translated, that means you can expect
later, walking by Clason House,
to hear a hardcore version of "Sitting
Godin heard a bassist. Poised by his
on the Dock of A Bay" at a Bill party
earlier success in securing a guitarist,
some time soon.
Godin bravely approached the young
Personnel aside, Groove Tonic
bass player and asked him to join his
and Puckerbrush may have polar op¬
newly formed band. Jim Theodore,
posite viewpoints, but they do agree
now the drummer for Groove Tonic
on a few issues.
said yes, and the rest, as I've never re¬
Asked about the Bates music
ally heard anyone say, is history. And,
scene, Groover Jim Theodore replied,
you thought the dating scene here was
"It sucks, but it's getting better."
incestuous!
Among his complaints were the lack
Like Groove Tonic, Puckerbrush
of adequate practice facilities and a
has gone through more evolutions
dearth of venues.
than you can shake a stick at, and their
"The scene here is still
current line-up in¬
pretty pathetic," Godin
cludes, Godin, Clark,
concurs, "but with those
Godin describes
singer Karen Little '97,
Groove Tonics rocking
Puckerbrush’s
drummer and partthe Silo, things will get
time admissions officer
better."
music as
Aaron Belinfanti '94,
Members of the two
“melodic punk
and non-drumming
bands also stress the
bassist Tim Moynihan
pop about
friendly, uncompetitive
'96.
atmosphere
between
frisbee s, ice
Enigmatically,
bands here. People try to
cream and failed
Godin
describes
help each other out, and
Puckerbrush's mucic
play shows together.
relationships.”
as "melodic punk-pop
"This is not 'Purple
about frisbee, ice cream
Rain',"
commented
and failed relationships.'
Theodore.
"I know this is a cliche," Godin
Asked where they hope to be in
continues. "But, we try not to sound
the future, Puckerbrush hopes to
like anyone else. As of yet, we don't
record a 7" single and tour outside of
have an entirely original sound, but
Bates. As for Groove Tonic: "Look for
we're working on it. Right now our
us at the Silo, once again."
big influences are Velocity Girl, Dino¬
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500 Main Street, Lewiston, ME 04240
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Specializing in Art Deco and Art Nouveau
objects dart • Art glass-American and Eu¬
ropean • Depression era glass • PotteryWeller, Rockwood, Roseville, etc. • Wide
array of table, floor, and hanging lamps •
Kitchen aids, baskets • Clothing and
accesories from 1890's-1950’s • Wide selec¬
tion of jewelry.

786-0089
Special of the Week:
Tanning for $2.00
a 15 min. session

Great gift ideas for Christmas!
Open seven days a week
10-5 Mon. thru Sat.,
Noon-.r Sijnday
207-782-0638
AUBURN, MAINE

United W^y

It brings out the best
inallofusi
©1987 UNITED WW

Artwork without titles, by Melissa Michalak ’97 and Matt Tavares ’97, at the
first student art exhibit of the year. Sponsored by the Bates Arts Society,
the exhibit was presented in Olin on Nov. 12.
Barney Beal photo.
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What’s left after the solid gold?
By Jon Wyman_
For the last few weeks, I've been bringing you
reviews of the hot new releases from well-known
artists that you could probably read anywhere. This
week, just to avoid stagnancy, I thought that I'd give
you some insight into bands and artists that you
probably have never heard of. After hearing these
guys, though, you'll wonder why you waited so
long to discover them.
First off is the album "Righteous" by Dag, a
funk-rock ensemble out of North Carolina. The first
cut, "Sweet Little Lass", evokes images of the
Beastie Boys' instrumentals with its raw production
and skanky, grinding bassline, or Lenny Kravitz
with the "Mama toldja" lyrics. The rest of "Righ¬
teous", however, shows that Dag cuts their teeth on
Seventies-era funk, and even old school funk and
soul like James Brown. Vocalist Bobby Patterson

Music Review
owes a huge debt to Stevie Wonder. Wah-wah-addicted guitarists John Custer and Brian Dennis are
perpetually solid, with the latter providing some
absolutely smoking solos, particularly in the albums
strongest cut, "Even So". Check out the funky
sounds of Doug Jervey's bag-of-tricks style key¬
board playing, exploring all the groovy pre-MIDI
sounds he can find, and the well-deserved horn sec¬
tion in the songs "Even So" and "As". A tight
rhythm section and slick production by Custer
make the album consistent and exceptionally listenable. Other tracks to check out: "Your Mama's
Eyes"; "Righteous."
This next record might be hard to find, but if
you should stumble across a copy, grab it and hold
on for dear life. It's the second compilation from the
homegrown label Madaket called "Aware II".
Though the album contains with some crunchy al¬

ternative pop from Better Than Ezra and The Verve
Pipe, it's the folky rock acts that shine. Shannon
Worell is one of several noteworthy artists on the
record, drawing heavily upon the songwriting and
vocal styles of Shawn Colvin. She also gets a little
help from Dave Matthews on vocals. The two tracks
from vertical Horizon are not to be missed, with
jangly guitar, James Taylor-esqe vocals, and stun¬
ning songwriting. Edwin McCain's heart-wrench¬
ing storytelling intertwined with a somber soprano
saxophone on "Solitude" is another one of the al¬
bums gems. The Emptys provide a little funk, while
preserving the acoustic feel of the album. Finally,
check out Hootie and the Blowfish on "The Old Man
and Me," especially if you've only been exposed to
the overplayed single, "Hold My Hand".
Fans of David Bowie and The Pixies will dig
Chris Connelly's new release, "Shipwreck". From
the first few bars on the album, it's evident that
songwriting is Connelly's forte. Big noisy guitars
sonically wash over solid drums and an all-togroovy bass supplied by Mark McNulty. Musically,
the album goes all over the map, from the poppy
"Candyman Collapse", to the heavy riffing of
"What's Left But Solid Gold?" and "Drench", to the
dreamy "Anyone's Mistake", and even the vacant
poetry experiment "Destimony III." Connelly also
includes a tribute to the late River Phoenix with the
song "The Early Nighters." Connelly's lyrics are ex¬
ceptionally poignant here: "With the splendour of
silence, you gracefully fall nowhere at all, you de¬
cided to tell me with warmth in your voice try to
understand." Like Morrissey, a little bit of
Connelly's voice goes a long way, but the
songwriting exhibited here more than compensates.
These albums may be hard to find and poorly
(or not at all) publicized, but they certainly don't
deserve to be. Theses artists prove that if you put in
the extra effort to dig a little deeper into the music
industry, you will certainly be well-rewarded.

Twisted

Arts

Calendar
Lecture: Author Cynthia Enloe discusses
Has the End of the Cold War Been Good
for Women ? Free. Thursd ay, November
17, in Chase Lounge at 7:30 pm.
Lecture: Social worker Emma Batchelder
discusses political activism in the Hispanic
community around Turner, Maine; part of
Bates' observance of Latino Heritage
Month. Free. Thursday, November 17, in
Olin 105 at 7:30 pm.
Theater Performance: Colby College Per¬
forming Arts present Eugene O'Neill's
1922 Pulitzer Prize-winning drama, "Anna
Christie". Shows are scheduled for Thurs¬
day through Saturday, November 17-19, at
8 pm in the Strider Theater at Colby. Tick¬
ets are $3 general admission and $2 for stu¬
dents and senior citizens. For more infor¬
mation call (207) 872-3358.
Concert: The Colby College Collegium
Musicum will perform on Saturday, No¬
vember 19, at 8 pm in Lorimer Chapel at
Colby. Free. For more information call
Colby's music department at (207) 8723236.
Reading: Puerto Rican poet and author
Magdalena Gomez reads from her works;
part of Bates' observance of Latino Heri¬
tage month. Free. Wednesday, November
30, in Chase Hall Lounge at 8 pm.
Concert: The contemporary chamber mu¬
sic ensemble continuum. Free. Thursday,
December 1, in the Olin Arts Center Con¬
cert Hall at 8 pm.
Lecture: Charles Nero, assistant professor
of rhetoric, presents a brief and informal
talk on The Changing Rhetoric of the CivilRights Movement and Its Meaning for
Public Policy as part of the Friday-afternoon lecture series Benjamin Mays: The
Relevance of Values, Traditions and Insti¬
tutions in the Making of Public Policy,
Free. Friday, December 2, in the Muskie
Archives at 4:15 pm.
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Concert The Bates College Choir performs
under the direction of John Corrie of the
Bates music faculty. Free. Friday through
Sunday, December 2-4, in the Olin Arts
Center Concert Hall at 8 pm.
Concert: The Indigo Girls will perform at
Cumberland County Civic Center on
Thursday, December 8, at 8 pm. Reserve
tickets will go on sale at the Civic Center
Box Office and all Ticketmaster outlets
starting Friday, November 4, at 9:30 am. To
charge tickets by phone call (207) 775-3458
or (207) 775-3331. In New Hampshire call
(603) 626-5000 and in Massachusetts call
(617) 931-2000.
Ballet: By popular demand. Ballet Theater
Pennsylvania returns to Lewiston with its
lavish production of "The Nutcracker", the
perennial holiday favorite. This profes¬
sional company of 2.0 dancers will be
joined by two dozen local children who
have auditioned and been invited to per¬
form in supporting roles. Two perfor¬
mances are scheduled on Sunday, Decem¬
ber 18, at the Lewiston Junior High audito¬
rium at 3 pm and 7 pm. Reserve seating
cost $14 or $10 for students or senior citi¬
zens.
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Fastbreakers blaze trail to respectability
After 5-19 and 6-18 marks of 1993, basketball looks to redefine team identity
By Jason Schauble_
You may have seen one of them
this fall. Maybe there's one living right
next to you. They probably don't

Basketball
tower over most students or defy the
laws of gravity as they do at bigger
schools on ESPN, but you may have
seen one of them in a gym or at the
weightroom, preparing for their time
in the spotlight with grim determina¬
tion. They don't go around parading
their team colors with nylon jackets
and they don't reach out and grab you
with their stature and make you say,
"That's got to be a basketball player."
They're a pair of low-key teams made
up of low-key players, many of whom
gamer more fame (or notoriety) play¬
ing another sport at Bates.
When the Bates basketball pro¬
gram began its team workouts in
musky Alumni on November 1, there
was no midnight madness, no hype,
and no serious expectations after last
year's losing campaigns. Both the
men's team (6-18) and the women's
team (5-19) have a new look this year,
but they are taking a similar path to
rebuilding once respectable programs.
Two new coaches, Jeff Brown and Jim
Murphy, have stressed early on that
their teams may not have a definitive
style or dominant trait, but that they
all have worked to exhaustion early
on this season to build unified teams
with a common goal of beating last
year's mark and making some peren¬
nial powerhouse teams in the
NESCAC sit up and take notice. But
the question many have asked in the
past is how is the Bates basketball pro¬
gram going to climb out of the quag¬
mire of mediocrity when they really
don't have the defining traits of a com¬
petitive team: good height, team
speed, and a stifling defense.
Both the men's and women's team
will look to run the ball and take ad¬
vantage of primary and secondary
fastbreaks before settling into a set of¬
fense. The men hope to install a trap¬
ping full-court press to catalyze their
running game and look to throw dif¬
ferent mixes of zones and man-to-man
schemes to confuse their opposition —
leading to turnovers and transition
baskets. The women will take their
lead from Coach Murphy, who said,
"We just don't want the ball to touch
the floor after a made basket. I've got
to install an attitude in my players to
take advantage of every breakdown
and to always think running. Re¬
bounding, defense and running will
be our keys, and my players are
quickly realizing that when these
three things are focused on, the of¬
fense tends to take care of itself."
The key to any good running
game is a team's point-guard, and
each team has an experienced general
in the backcourt who has had deci¬
sion-making experience and is eager
to take advantage of the open floor in
a running game. Adam Piandes '96
had 78 assists last season to go along

Matt Garvey ‘97 boxes out Jay Lowe ‘96 during the team’s first week of
practice. Rebounding will be a key to wins this year. Barney Beal photo.
with his 14 point per game average
and although he has injured his ankle
early on in this season, he will be a key
performer for the Bobcats because of
his court-sense and speed. Dianna
Devlin '96 was successful for the Bob¬
cats last season when she teamed up
with the women's leading scorer,
Suzanne Patterson '95 (16.5 ppg) and
ran the motion offense. Devlin estab¬
lished a Bates record with her perfor¬
mance against Colby-Sawyer when
she had 13 assists, and with this per¬
formance she gave basketball fans a
glimpse of her potential in the
backcourt. While comparisons to
Malone and Stockton are a little far¬
fetched, look for Devlin to shine in the
open court and improve on her assistto-turnover ratio from last season.
"We will work better in the open court
because even though we only have 10
players on our roster, we are all in top
condition physically. I think it will be
important for us to get a game early in
the season where we can run and es¬
tablish our confidence."
Although the men's team is actu¬
ally shorter on average this year than
it was last year and is not significantly
speedier, they do have a new outlook
to go along with their new coach.
"We're just more relaxed going into
this season and we all made an effort
to work in the offseason to get on the

same page mentally^" noted senior
captain Brad Whipple. In the team's
recent scrimmage against Central
Maine Technical College, the team's
patience and composure showed, as
they made better decisions on the
court and seemed calmer. "Last year
is behind us," said Whipple, "and our
main goal this year is to improve in
the win column with a total team ef¬
fort."
With four of their starting five re¬
turning, including their leading
scorer Matt Garvey '97, who aver¬
aged 17.6 points per game and hit 77
three-pointers, the men's team is
goal-oriented and looking to earn re¬
spect with tough defense and an of¬
fense with the potential to score a lot
of points both inside the paint and
outside the three-point arc. Garvey
garnered NESCAC Rookie of the Year
honors last season, and his threepoint game readily compliments that
of the slashing game of forward
Whipple. Whipple uses his physical
presence and fast first step to create
inside the paint for himself and oth¬
ers. Perhaps the best athlete on the
team, sophomore Mike Marsh, will
share time at forward with senior
captain Henry Hanley, a scrapper
with a fine inside touch. Most mem¬
bers of this squad have surprisingly
quick hands, and this will be helpful

in a trapping defense because deflec¬
tions and steals will be the bread and
butter of the offense.
The team's tallest member, 6'6"
Jesse Strandberg '97, has improved sig¬
nificantly in the offseason and has
worked past the nagging injuries that
plagued him in his maiden season. He
steps readily into the void vacated by
the immortal Ross Morceau '94, and if
he can corral his fury in the paint and
channel this energy constructively, he
will go a long way towards establish¬
ing this team's credibility in the
halfcourt set. First-year Tim Sargent
will also receive time in the middle
when Strandberg needs a rest or when
the team goes into one of its variable
defensive schemes.
"This team is experienced and
tough, both physically and mentally,
and we will look to have a balanced
team," noted coach Jeff Brown. "There
is a good collective work ethic and I'm
happy to see the team's composure
and attention to detail this early in the
season." After beating CMTC handily
this week, the Bobcats will travel to
New York to face New York Univer¬
sity, Southwestern and Wesleyan in a
early-season tournament. NYU was
the runner-up in the Division III
NCAA championships last season,
and they will be a far cry from even the
tough NESCAC that the team will face
later this season. "NYU is a great team
and an inspired effort against them
would be great for our team to
jumpstart a new season. This tourna¬
ment will test my team and give them
two games to think about over fall
break."
The women had their first full-ros¬
ter practice Monday, yet Coach
Murphy has proudly remarked early
on that his team is in shape and ready
to go. "I gave some of my players who
played a fall sport the option to take a
few days off and no one decided to do
so. These players are committed and
have demonstrated a burning desire
to improve." Besides Patterson and
Devlin, Murphy will have a stable of
talented players with a good shooting
eye and fine defensive instincts.
They team will try to force their
opponents to one side of the floor and
to baseline help defense when they
don't have the ball, but when they do,
shooters such as Susan Thompson '97
and Sarah Bonkovsky '97 will comple¬
ment the offensive dominance of
Patterson. While Murphy has encour¬
aged his players to utilize the threepoint line more this season after the
team attempted a mere 105 treys last
season (Garvey alone attempted 196
for the men, and Piandes was a close
second with 137), no bona-fide outside
threat has emerged early on. "We have
a secondary break scheme, however,
that has four players positioned out¬
side the arc and one in the lane," said
Murphy, "so I hope to tempt one of my
shooters to develop confidence in her
shot because it would do wonders for
opening up our inside game." Thomp¬
son will take the shooting guard slot
Continued on Page 18, Column 2
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Mental attitude spawns optimism
By Margaux D'auteuil
Attitude. This psychological ele¬
ment is what coach Dana Mulholland
points to as a key aspect of his team's

Swimming
preparation for what looks to be an¬
other very positive swimming season.
He could not be more correct. Most
successful athletic teams are charac¬
terized by this building of mental
readiness and determination to re¬
spond to any challenge. With a great
finish from last year behind them, the
enthusiasm of the swimmers to con¬
tinue where they left off has prevailed
in the early season practices, with
many members having put quality
time into dry land training in the
offseason.
Despite some losses to graduation
and personal decisions not to swim,
the team has gained twelve first-years
who appear ready to swim for Bates.
There is fine talent and versatility ex¬
hibited early by a strong corps of vet¬
erans, all of whom have made signifi¬
cant contributions in the past and
Coach Mulholland feels confident in
their potential for the new season.
Some of the seniors can boast not only
of having made the qualifiers on more
than one occasion or but also of hold¬
ing school and meet records — feats
which no ordinary swimmer can usu¬
ally speak of. Having sent the maxi¬
mum number of swimmers to the
qualifiers last year, Bates has made its
mark and will continue to improve on

its dominance in the swimming arena.
Captain Tama Miyake '95 noted with
vigor that New England champion¬
ships are an attainable team goal.
Miyake remarked, "A lot of the teams
will be out to get us... we surprised a lot
of people, as well as ourselves, last
year and other swimmers will remem¬
ber this and try to seek revenge."
The team will face challenges, but
as both Miyake and team member

Sato said it will come down to tech¬
nique, not physical stamina. "The
difference between an ordinary
swimmer and an excellent swimmer
is the ability to self-actualize by rais¬
ing your technique to a higher level.
Swimming isn't about winning —
winning just goes along with im¬
provement and perfection." Coach
Mulholland asserted that the quality
and versatility of his swimmers

One of the Bates women free-styler swimmers strutting her stuff during
early season workouts._Alex Hahn underwater photo.
Tatsuya Sato '96 stressed, the team is
working harder during the preseason
than ever, and members are coming
out of practice with the collective feel¬
ing that they had a good, solid, pro¬
ductive workout. When asked what
he felt was central to team success,

makes them capable of constant im¬
provement and makes them capable
of properly channeling their determi¬
nation into a healthy competitive
drive.
Both Captains Miyake and Sato
recognized that this year's team is dif¬

ferent: the team members are strongly
commited and connected to each other
as well as valiantly driven towards
achievement. Although Miyake noted
that although it was frustrating at first
for many of the veterans to return and
see that many of their teammates had
chosen not to swim this year, she is
happy with the way the team is mold¬
ing and she knows this will only im¬
prove with all the road trips and meets
ahead. Personally, Miyake looks at
her last season at Bates as an opportu¬
nity to have fun, but she quickly adds
that she would be lying if she said she
did not want to get some good times.
As a current record holder, this goal
does not seem too unreasonable.
Given the depth, talent, drive and
morale of this year's team it looks as
though the path before them is quite
promising.
The task of Coach
Mulholland and Co-captains Miyake,
Laura Rowley '95, and David Gair '96
is to maximize overall positive atti¬
tude and to maintain the desire for in¬
dividual improvement. Many team
members
commented
that
Mulholland is "really whipping them
hard this year, but that is a good
thing!" There will be teams out to get
them, but Bates has the athletic
capabilities to capitalize on last year's
successes and to continue moving for¬
ward. On Sunday, November 20, at
Clark University, the men's and
women's swimming teams will begin
their season. In the words of Coach
Mulholland, "They're all great, tal¬
ented athletes and I am very optimis¬
tic about the season."

Smackers struggle to master new soft ball
By Mike Shonkoff
With the start of the '94-'95 winter
season upon us, the men's and
women's squash teams are entering
very different seasons. During the
offseason a national vote by the

advantage this year as it has been in
the past, according to Graham. "We
are very competitive within the team,"
he said. 'There aren't one or two play¬
ers who stand out above everyone else
on the team." Cosquer added that this

"Breaking the top 20 this year is a big
goal for us." The Bobcats will travel to
Williams this weekend in what
should be one of many tough
matches they will play this year.
"Williams is one of the strongest

Squash
NCAA converted the men's game
from hard ball to soft ball. This switch
was made by the women's program
two years ago.
According to sophomore Pat
Cosquer, the transition will be the ma¬
jor focus for the men's team this sea¬
son. "We've always played hard ball.
With every team switching over, we
are working hard on learning soft ball
technique. There is certain court strat¬
egy involving learning to use volleys
and drop shots in soft ball that we are
working on."
Jason Graham '97 said that condi¬
tioning is another major focus this sea¬
son. "Switching from hard ball to soft
ball there will be more running and
we need to be in better shape." The
change to soft ball hasn't seemed to
hamper the men's play so far this sea¬
son as they won their first two scrim¬
mages. The Bobcats defeated Babson
9-0 and Army 7-2 at Bowdoin.
The team's depth will be a major

Jackson Marvel ‘95 shows the leadership that has made him worthy of captaln by demonstrating a soft ball stroke in practice.
Alex Hahn photo.
helps the team stay focused and im¬
teams in the league," Graham said.
prove on skills during practice. With
"They recruit a lot of top players."
this depth, the Bobcats are looking to
Graham also cited Ivy League schools
win the CBB rivalry and break into the
as potentially very competitive.
top 20 nationally-ranked schools in Di¬
The keys to withstanding the
vision III.
tough schedule will be to stay in
"We've finished around 20, 21 or
shape, avoid injuries and follow the
22 the past few years," Cosquer said.
leadership of the teams tri-captains,

Jackson Marvel '95, Case Newbury
'96, and Mark Zuccaro '96. The Bob¬
cats begin the regular season Decem¬
ber 2 against Navy.
The women's team is looking to
build this year toward a strong future.
With a number of new faces from last
year, the Bobcats are looking at this
season as an opportunity to build a
more competitive and advanced team,
according to sophomore Katie
McQuilkin. "Our goal this year is to
improve on last season as a team and
as individuals," she said. According
to McQuilkin, the top three players for
the Bobcats played squash before
coming to Bates. The remaining six
spots, however are filled by players
with two years' experience or less.
Coach Herb Bunker notes that the
team will be stronger from top to bot¬
tom than in past years and that his fo¬
cus early on will be basic skill work.
"We are working on the fundamentals
and adjustment to the soft ball ruling
for some of the newer players," Bun¬
ker said.
Bunker also commented that the
team should be competitive in its
league, and that more than half of the
matches that they play will be winnable. At the Maine Open at Bowdoin,
a number of players advanced past the
first round and first-year Anne Decker
Continued on Page 18, Column 1
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Skiers offseason toil sets scene for dominance
By Becky Steer_
The Bates ski teams (nordic and
alpine) have a very big problem to
deal with. This problem has affected
their training, mental state, and plans
for the entire year. Simply put, there
is no snow. "I would like to ask every¬
one to do snow dances for us," reSkiing

pinies have yet to produce any mara¬
thon runners. This year, the coaches
have tried to combine these talents in
workouts and also give the team a
chance to know each other.
Events such as nordie/piney re¬
lays and group circuits have proved to
be not only fun but a good workout
for all. "It's fun to do workouts to¬
gether (nordic and alpine) and have it
benefit both sides," said Mackey. As¬
sistant nordic coach Will Sweetser de¬
scribes group workouts as awe-inspir¬
ing. "I've lead a couple group runs.
With the two teams together, we're
talking about 45 people. It looks like a
huge hoard of runners."

quested head nordic coach Becky
Flynn. The only comfort skiers are
getting is from the Farmer's Almanac.
Alpine co-captain John Sawyer '95 be¬
lieves the predictions. "Yeah, we're
NORDIC
supposed to get something like 323
snow storms this year. I
For the nordic skiers, ski¬
think it's great. I know
it'll scare the hell out of all ‘'We are going to ing is in season 365 days a
the Southerners, though!" make a name for year. "I think it would be
safe to say that not one of us
The team's first race
ourselves. We has
taken more that 2-3
is the CBB Tournament
will be known weeks off from serious
planned for January 13.
training since our last race,"
The following six week¬ ,
among other
said
captain
Sarah
ends are then spent com¬
Division
I
Dominick
'95.
Spring
ski
peting on the carnival cir¬
race-series allowed the
cuit at locations such as
schools.”
to stay on snow un¬
Sugarloaf, Breadloaf, and
John Sawyer ’95 nordies
til early April of last year
Lake Placid against other
and hours of training on
Division I schools. Every
roller-skis (described as "skis with
new and returning skier is shooting
wheels on them but not as 'fun' as
for a spot on the carnival team.
they sound") have helped to keep
Coaches are expecting a success¬
their bodies in top skiing condition.
ful season. Both sides hope to qualify
According to Flynn, the team is
at least four skiers for the NCAA tour¬
coming into the season in top shape.
nament to be held in Jackson, New
"The entire team has trained yearHampshire. Last year, Bates qualified
round. This is the first year that the
two men and three women for alpine
majority of the team has trained spe¬
and one male nordic skier.
cifically for skiing. It adds a lot to the
Both Flynn and alpine head coach
program and makes the coach's job
Rick Mackey are impressed with the
easier."
level of strength and endurance they
Before the team left for summer
are observing in practices early this
vacation, Flynn issued workout pro¬
season. Until the first official practice,
grams and training logs. She claims
skiers were advised to attend cap¬
that the workouts are just guidelines
tains' practices run by the nordic and
to be followed that would bring posi¬
alpine captains. "Until November 1,1
tive results. Together with Sweetser,
could only give guidelines. I was able
they are confident they will see these
to monitor skiers' workouts through
results. "It's great to know the team
their training logs," said Mackey.
has been putting in the time and com¬
"Everyone did a great job."
mitment and have the desire to be
In years past, there was a definite
good skiers." Sweetser, who skied at
distinction between the nordic and al¬
Dartmouth College, already sees the
pine teams. Skiers would joke that
results of the team's hard work over
neither side could successfully com¬
the summer. "We've done time trials
plete the other's workouts. Nordies
and everyone keeps getting faster.
are not known for possessing the coor¬
That tells us [the coaches] that they
dination and anaerobic strength re¬
were smart and didn't train their
quired for alpine workouts while the

Squash adapts
to new balls
Continued on Pagel7, Column 4
made it to the semifinals. This tourna¬
ment helped the young team get their
feet wet in collegiate competition and
size up their local competition.
The team has been working on
game strategy as well as serving and
rails to prepare for the Wesleyan Invi¬
tational, December 2. They will play
teams like Hamilton, Wesleyan, Smith
and Connecticut College there and it
will be a useful experience in judging
the Bobcats relative strength in the
NESCAC. Bunker noted, "Morale is
high; the team is enthusiastic, and I'm
looking forward to a successful season.

brains out."
This year's men's team looks very
With only six male and six female
strong with returning carnival skiers
slots for the carnival team, nobody is
Kina Pickett '97, Mark Peabody '96,
guaranteed a spot. "It's going to be a
Jamie Ippolito '96 and returning
lot closer than in the past. Everyone is
NCAA qualifiers John Sawyer '95 and
working harder to earn a spot," said
Sean Clark '97.
Flynn. The team lost two seniors to
As a first-year, Clark had some
graduation, one of whom was Ben
outstanding finishes including third
Dunlap, the sole Bates nordie to
places at the Williams and UVM Car¬
qualify for NCAAs last year.
nivals. Mackey believes that Sean's
Dominick describes this year's
dedication and excellent attitude
team as "bigger and more enthusias¬
could lead him to a national title.
tic" than in past years. "You can tell
Patrick Danellan was the only carnival
by people's faces in practice. We will
skier lost to graduation and his seat is
be doing a grueling workout and
up for grabs.
people will still be cheering each other
The women's team has some big
on."
shoes to fill. With outstanding perfor¬
Jen Bergeron '98 and Robin Post¬
mances by Kitty Northrop '94, Stout,
man '95 are the only new women ski¬
and Heidi Bishop '94, the women
ing. Returning top fe¬
came close to winning
males include Katie
the Middlebury carnival
Gould '97 and Molly “We will be doing
last year. All three went
Walsh '96.
on to qualify for NCAAs
a grueling
Returning men in¬
and did very well.
workout and
However, graduation
clude Co-captains Brook
Mullens '95 and Kyle people will still be
claimed Bishop and
Darling '96 along with
Northrop, and senior
cheering each
Tim Naylor '96 and Ryan
Kate Drummond is
other on.”
Shar '97. Among the
dedicating herself to her
seven new additions to
pursuits.
-Sarah Dominick academic
the men's team is twoWhile Stout describes
’95
time Maine high school
the team as rebuilding,
state champion Dave
eager first-years along
Chamberlain '98. Also joining the
with experienced carnival skiers
team are Todd Thedinga '95 and Chris
Hannah Swallow '97 and Ewa
Oberle '98 known as the "converts
Karazim '95 are working hard to fill
having made the switch from alpine to
their positions.
After an intense preseason, the
nordic."
After establishing a solid aerobic
skiers are concentrating on building
the leg strength and agility needed to
base and increasing muscle strength
make
it through the ski courses.
through summer training, coaches
Plyometrics
and weight training play
Flynn and Sweetser are now concen¬
an
important
part in establishing these
trating on speed. "We are in the inten¬
qualities.
"I
feel
like the team is a lot
sity phase right now, " said Flynn.
stronger
and
quicker
than in recent
"Lots of hours and more intense inter¬
years,"
said
captain
John
Sawyer '95
vals. As we get closer to racing sea¬
who
feels
that
the
team
could
break
son, the hours will decrease and inten¬
into
the
top
ten
nationally.
"We
are
sity will continue to increase."
going to make a name for ourselves.
We will be known among the other
ALPINE
Division I schools."
Due to the absence of snow,
Coach Rick Mackey comes to
Coach Mackey is encouraging the
Bates after coaching for five years at
team to go home over break and train
New England College. "Rick is really
on their own. "We're already in great
easy-going and fun to talk to. We're
shape," said Mackey. "To stay on
so excited about the season and so is
campus over break and do intensive
he," said captain Ali Stout '95. "Last
dryland would be counterproductive.
year there was a lot of tension be¬
If we had snow, I know everyone
tween the team and the coaching staff.
would love to ski. But that comes later
Now, practice is more enjoyable and
and we are ready."
people are more motivated to work
hard."

Hoops blazing trail to respectability
Continued from Page 16, Column 4

early on, and Bonkovsky has worked
hard to earn a forward spot along
with Cindy Dale '96. First-year
Lauren Cushing has played aggres¬
sively and with great strength early
on and she will also see significant
time at forward or center.
Both teams have a early five- or
six-game stretch followed by a long
break before the final twenty games
are played. During this period, the
team will have time to reflect on early
season performances and make ad¬
justments before devouring the meat

of their respective schedules. The
NESCAC is tough in both men's and
women's basketball, and Bates will
have to find a way to win some of the
dose games they lost last season.
With the season starting this
weekend, the low-key approach of
these teams will soon be exposed and
they will face the pressures of being in
the spotlight. An improvement on a 618 or a 5-19 record is almost guaran¬
teed if these teams follow their gameplan of playing aggressive defense
and using the open floor on offense to
their full advantage. While the "one

game at a time" cliche is applicable,
these teams are smart enough to look
at the big picture and their position in
it. Early season momentum will be
important in righting these programs,
and allowing them to build back,
game by game, the respect of their
peers and fans that has slowly atro¬
phied in past seasons. New coaches
will inject some life into the experi¬
enced players, but it will be the team's
responsibility as a whole to establish
their identity as a winner.

Happy Holidays. Well be back January 27.
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Runners wrap up season at
New England qualifiers
ask for."
By Rebecca Grossberg
However, her team delivered.
With only 1 minute and 18 seconds
separating the first and seventh run¬
At the NESCAC championships
ners, the team saw their closest pack¬
at Colby on October 29, the women's
running of the season. Placing first for
cross country team did not achieve the
the Bobcats in 28th place was Leier
ranking that they hoped for. How¬
with a personal record time of 18:55.
ever, the team did show that the tired
Finishing eight seconds behind her
was Phelps in 32nd place followed by
Women’s Cross Country
White in 55th place. Court com¬
mented that she was very proud of her
running that had hurt them the previ¬
runners' performances.
ous weekend at the Open New
Senior co-captains White and
England's was not a permanent prob¬
Aliscia Tuohey finished their respec¬
lem.
tive careers at Bates with some of their
Although the team ran strongly at
finest running. For Tuohey, the season
the NESCAC's, they finished 6th, be¬
was a success both on a personal and
hind Colby, Bowdoin and Williams.
a team level as she fin¬
"Individuals did very
ished with her careerwell," said Coach Carolyn
best
race at the
Court. "When compared
‘‘Cross country is
regionals.
"Cross coun¬
to the last meet we ran at
highly
undertry
is
highly
under¬
Colby on October 1, each
rated.J
feel
that
I
rated,"
commented
individual ran from 30
seconds to a minute
have grown a lot Tuohey, "I feel that I
have grown a lot
faster." Leading the Bates
through the sport. The
runners was Abigail through the sport’
support of my team¬
Phelps '98 who placed
-AHscia Tuohev
mates and the team
13th overall followed by
'95
unity this year have
Melissa Leier '98 and cap¬
11111
been incredible. This is
tain Sarah White '95.
tliltllffl
a feeling that I will
In preparation for the
final meet of the season, Coach Court
never forget."
The entire team had hoped that
strategically rested her top runners,
their effort would have earned them a
but still sent a strong group to the
ECAC championships at the Univer¬
higher final ranking, but respect
sity at Albany on November 5. Not
should definitely be given to all of the
only did this give her lead runners the
teams they competed against. Court
much needed rest that enabled them
said, "The teams that were ahead of us
in the NESCAC were also ahead this
to improve individually, but it gave
the other runners a chance to shine.
weekend. This demonstrates the
Among the 40 competing teams at the
strength
of
New
England
ECAC's, Bates finished 16th. Finishing
coaching....they just train their run¬
first for the Bobcats was Sarah
ners to peak at the right time." She
Prickard '96, who clocked a careerwent on to comment that she would
best time of 21.00.06, enabling her to
not be surprised if the top 3 teams
move further into postseason action.
from New England (Williams, Colby,
Also scoring for the Bobcats were
and Bowdoin) finish in the top 12 at
Kirsten Achenbach '96, Jessica Lawler
the nationals. If they do so, they will
'97, Rebecca Grossberg '97, and Ilse
earn a bonus place in order to allow
another New England team to com¬
Abusamra '97.
In the Division III New England
pete in the national next year. This
championships, the top 3 finishing
would give the Bates women an even
teams and the top 7 runners not on
greater opportunity to build on this
those teams would advance to the na¬
season next fall. With 5 of her top 7
tional competition. Prior to the meet,
runners returning next year and a
good supporting group, Court is plan¬
Coach Court stated that, "In order to
place well, the whole team is going to
ning on building on upon this year's
have to be in peak form on the same
triumphs and using the newly found
day, which is generally a hard thing to
confidence and experience positively.

QCiliington
Mount^Snow,

A

sugarloaf/usa

^ Waterville Valley

Play time fe tim»ted.
yje won t wasted one-

Wherever your school is located
you’re probably less than 90 minutes
from all the excitement of the best
snow resorts in the east - challenging
steeps, bumps you won’t believe, half¬
pipe thrills and action that doesn’t
stop when the sun goes down. Now
you can get all this for just $27 a day
- a 40% savings over the daily price!
Just purchase the Extra Credit Card
for $30, then get a one-day or
multi-day ski pass at Killington,
Mount Snow, Sugarloaf or
Waterville Valley* for just $27 a day.**
If you’ve never skied or snowboarded,
and have always wanted to team, get
a complete package (lower mountain

72 lifts

lift ticket, lesson, and equipment)
for the same $27 a day.

443 trails

10 mountains

Don’t waste another minute, call
i.8oo,9.SKIERS (1.800.975.4377) to
order your extra credit card today!

5 halfpipes

4 snowboard parks

186 miles of terrain
•Whether the Extra Credit Card is honored at Watervi ;e Valley this season is
conditional on Waterville Valley becoming .■ S»K»l-owned ski area.
“Some restrictions apply. Must be a ffl-time college student.

fr

EXTRA INCOME FOR ‘94

Earn $500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to.
group five
57 Greentree Drive, Suite 307
Dover, DE 19901

J,

“Why do you call home?”

“Not for money, I just like
them.”

“To make my parents feel
special.”

“When the loansharks find my
hiding place.”

“When I want something to
eat.”

—Ellen Johnson ’96

—Sean Donahue ’97

—Faham Rashid ’96

—Sam Martin ’97

Reported by Quoc Tran

Photos by Paige Brown

SUGARLOAF/USA
94/95 COLLEGE
SEASON PASS

IF YOU WANT TO GET FROM

fulltime student season puss price If purchased on campus by 12/1/94-

FACULTY

STUDENT

FREE EXTRA CREDIT CARD!
Get an all day lift ticket* for only
$27 at Killiington, Waterville Valley
or Mount Snow/Haystack!

TO

PARKING

DECEMBER 1ST. 1994

PARKING

CONTACT:
DAVID KIRK

777-6754

START HERE

We will be visiting Bates College

December 1-2
Want to teach? Consider independent private schools!
Over 450 independent schools have job openings every year and many seek the energy and
diversity of recent graduates to fill their positions.
1ES is the only non-profit teacher placement organization, and there is no charge to students!
For more information contact your career office or call (800)257-5102
INDEPENDENT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES • 353 NASSAU ST. • PRINCETON. NJ 08540 • (800) 257-5102
Email atTEACHIES@AOL.COM

sugar lea tfusa
ilace of the east

Keep In Shape
Dunne Your
Winter Break

OUniversity of Southern Maine

Get A Jump On Next Semester
December 27-January 13 • Portland Campus
For more information, contact:
University of Southern Maine
Extended Academic Programs
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, Maine 04103
or call (207)780-4076

Winter
SESSION

